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ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
-
All the news that's it to print.
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VOLVME XXV, NO. 18
ELT LINE CERTAIN
COMPANY WILL H AVE
$100,000 CAPITAL.
MR. DALTON PRESIDENT
Articles of Incorporation
, Will Be Filed In a Few
Days.
As foreshadowed by the New Era
weeks ago this city is to have a belt
line.
The Hopkinsville Belt Line Rail-
way Company wilt file articles of in-
corporation in a few days. iagg
The capital :stock of the company
will be $100,000, and its purpose will
be to construct:a line of railway con-
necting the Louisville dc Nashville,
the Illinois Central and the Tennes-
see Central railroads.
H. M. Dalton, of this city, will be
president of the company and is now
In the city attending to the_ prelimi-
nary arrangements of the organiza-
tion.
Routes have been surveyed acid it
has been practically decided to build
the lino from a point on the Illinois
Central, near the Tennessee Central
"Y," and extend north of the city
limits, following partly the course of
Little river, to a point beyond the
pumping station of the Hopkinsville
Water company, where it will con-
nect with the quarry tracks.
As heretofore stated at length in
the New Era, the belt line will be
built in order to handle freight of all
kinds between the three railroads,
and will prove of thestlinable value
all large shippers.
Howell Happenings.
Mrs. L. A. tulles has sent out invi-
tations to the marriage of her daugh-
tar, lily Lillian Anabelle, to Mr.
Howard Hancock, of Lebanon, Tenn.,
on Feb. iS, 1906. They will reside
In Lebanon, Tenn.
Miss Edith Allen has taken a brave
stand for the Lord. She left last
week to enter the Baptist eeniinary
to receive training to.become a mis-
sionary.
After many weeks of close confine-
ment, County Chairman W. W. Rad-
ford, of the Planters' Association,
and are able to be out enjoy
ing the cool breezes.
Miss Tenure Clardy intends to
leave soon for a visit to her brother
in Mobile, Ala., for several weeks.
Mr. Oso. W. Embry and family are
enjoying the close ties of relation-
ship from relatives in Florida, who
sent them a couple of boxes of nice
oranges.
, Several of Dr. Haynes patients
who have been suffering from pneu-
monia fever are now able to be up
but, are not permitted to go out of
doors yet.
It ,is feared by our bird hunters
thattnere will be a great scarcity of
birds next season. They should be
fed by those who enjoy the sport of
bunting. —"SMAUGS."
Will Observe February 22.
The postmaster gei.eral has grant-
ed rural letter carrkers permission to
observe Wednesday, Feb. 92, 1906,
Washington's birthday, as a holiday,
and no delivery of mail will be made
to patrons on rural routes on that
day, unless they should call at the
°flees from which the rural carriers
start, at a certain hour, 10 to 11
o'slook on the morning of that day.
'110VITSIMMETCUPS
Nikes Mew sae IlleMor Meat
WITH HMI SHOVEL
COLUMBUS PEPPER SLEW
HIS BROTHER.
BOTH WERE DRINKING.
Inquest Held, and the New°
Is Arrested Charged With
Murder.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Corner James Allensworth lodged
Columbus Pepper, col., in jail last
night charged with killing his broth-
er, Plush Pepper.
Evidence taken at the inquest
showed that on the night of Jan. 81,
at the home of S. W. Kaufman, on
the Greenville road, the brothers,
both of whom were drinking, had a
fight. Plush was trying to take
Columbus home by force and knock-
ed him down. Columbus sprang to
his feet, seizing a heavy shovel and
dealt his brother a terrific blow on
the head knocking him insensible.
The injured man was taken to his
home in Gainesville in a wagon, and
died there yesterday. Plush Pepper
was 25 years old and had lately re-
turned from the Philippines where
he spent three years as a soldier.
The prisoner is 30 years old. He ex-
pressed deep regret that he would be
unable to attend his brother's funer-
al, but none over his death. The ver
diet of the coroner's jury recited the
facts of the killing and concluded
with the opinion that Col Limb us wa
not justified in killing Plush.
KILLED AT MBE
(Special to New Era)
GUTHRIE, Ky., Feb. 9.—W. H.
Herndon, of Earlington, flagman on
No. 87 freight, was Injured while
switching in the yards here at 8:40
this morning and died about 8:15.
Dies of Lockjaw.
Roy Crist, eighteen-year-old son of
Albert Crier, a prominent farmer of
Caldwell county, died Tuesday from
lockjaw.
Notes About People
(From Thursday's Daily
Mr. T. E. Macauley, of Atlanta,
formerly manager of the Royal Dry
Goods Co., of this city, was here to-
day in the interest of the Niel'
Her in Co.,for which house he is tra-
veling.
Mrs. J. C. Thomas, who has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. A. J.
Casey, of Hopkinsville, returned
home Saturday.—Hartford Herald.
William Cate, or Hopkinsvill3, is
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. L. A. King
on Upper Main street this week.—
Henderson Gleaner.
Mrs. L. M. Armstrong is in Nash.
ville visiting relatives.
Miss Virgie Nourse is at ho.ne
from Madisonville recovering from
an attack of grip.
Messrs. Sam Frankel, A. P. New-
man,Chas. Slaughter, R. H. DeTre-
vine and Walter Train= went to
Nashville yesterday.
K. P. Hotel Men.
Charles D. Shively. supreme chan-
cellor of the Knights of Pythias,
has made public two opinions of
general interest. He has decided
that a member who is a bona fide ho-
tel keeper may personally attend his
own bar conducted in connection
with such hotel business. Tne other
decision is that there is nothing in
the Pythlan law to prevent a su-
preme representative from holding
the office of grand lecturer.
OR CLUBOFFERS
As an extra inducement to secure new subscrib-
ers, as well as renewals, we have decided to make the
following club offers:
Weekly New Era
and Weekly Courier-Journal
one year $
for 
(This nffer will
I .25 
positively expire
April 1, 1906) 
Weekly New Era
and Daily Louisville Herald
one year for $2.50 [except Sunday'
Weekly New Era,
Nwice-a-WeeK St. Louis Republic
and Farm Progress
One year for $ 1
.
50 Three pal ers
Weekly New Era
and Daily Nashville America
one year for $4.65 'except Sunday'
Weekly New Era
and Weekly Nashville Americann
One year for $ I .20
Weekly New Era
and Tri- Weekly Neva Torii World
One year for $ I .50
Weekly New Era
and Weekly Cincinnati Inquirer
One year for $ I .50
Weekly New Era
and Daily Lovisville Post
This offer includes a 6 page
One year for $3 50 Wall Atlas with maps of
a world, etc.
Weekly New Era
and Farmers Home Journal
One year for $I .75 New subscrib9r3 only
Weekly New Era
and Mr. Bryan's paper The Commoner
One year for $ I .60
Weekly New Era and
Semi- Monthly Southern Agriculturist
One year for $ .15
Weekly New Era
and New York Tribune Farmer -
One year tor $ .25
Weekly New Era
and Daily Courier-Journal
One year for $6•40 I Except Sunday
IF* you don't find what you want in this list we willbe pleaased to quote you lowest club prices on any newspaper,
magazine or other periodical published in the United States.
The Weekly New Era ens been enlarged and now contains from
ten to sixteen pages each week brimful of the latest and most au-
thentic news. All important items published in the Daily appear
also in the Weekly, thus giving a complete telegraphic as well as
local service for the Weekly. Sample copies cheerfully mailed on
request.
entucky Now Era9
Hopkinsville, Ky.
In sending remittances DO NOT SEND STAMPS.
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MAJOR JOHN PHELPS HAS PASSED AWAY
SUITABLE ACTION TAKEN
BY LOCAL BAR.
MR. THOMPSON'S BODY
Reached Hopkinsville Last
night.—Death of Mrs.
Johnson.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
Maj. John Phelps, one of the best
known citizens of Hopkinsville and
for many years a prominent attor-
ney-at-law, died at four o'clock yes-
terday afternoon.
He was stricken withfparalysisSat•
urday night and his; condition was
hopeless from the fist. The deceas-
ed had a legion of :friends in this
community and his daath causes
w:despread regret. He was a son of
the late Judge Hiram A. Phelps, a
distinguished lawyer, and was a
member of the firm of H. A. Phelps
& Son, which was one of the most
succeesful in this region. Maj.
Phelps was bcru.;iii Hopkinsville
Feb. 9, 1845. He was educate in the
local schools and in1869.was admitted
to the bar. Since that date he had
been in constant practice in this city,
and in the early part of his career
served at; city attorney. His excep-
tional qualifications as an interpre-
ter of law caused him frequently to
be appointed as special judge. He
was married on Nov. 13. 466, to. Mies
Emma Mc.Reynolds, who died in
1871. One son, Hugh R. Phelps,sur-
vives him. Funeral services will be
held this afternoon at the residence
of his son On East Ninth street, con-
ducted by Rev. Dr. Charles H.Nash,'
of the Baptist a.ei the inter- !
ment will be in Hopewell cemetery.
l'he following gentlemen will act as!
pall bearers: (ins 'randy, H. W.
Tibbs, J. T. Hanbery,Joe McCarron, I
C. H. Bush, S. U. Buckner, W. P.
Winfree and J. W. Downer.
Out of respect to the memory of
Maj.John Phelps,the members of the
Hopkinsville bar assembled at ten
o'clock this morning in the county
court room. On motion, Judge J. I.
Landes was chosen chairman, and
Roger W. Harrison secretary. Hun-
ter Wood, Sr., spoke feelingly of his
high regard for the deceased, of Maj.
Phelps' attainments and courtesy,
and the personal lose that each mem-
ber of the bar sustained by his death.
On motion, the chairman appointed
Judge W. T. Fowler, Judge C. H.
Bush, Mr. Wood, John Feland and
Ford L. Wilkinson to draw up reso-
lutions of respect. The following
resolutions were reported and unan-
imously adopted:
"Whereas, John Phelps, One of the
oldest practitioners at the Hopkins-
ville bar, has been suddenly stricken
and removed front his sphere in life;
and, whereas, his untimely taking
has caused to be stricken from our
rel.. a man that has for forty years
added luster to our profession in this
end of the state:
"Resolved, by the members of said
bar, that we mourn his sudden depar
ture from us, and that we shall cber
ish the memory of his gentlemanly
bearing, his uniform courtesy, and
his willingness to give a helping
hand to the younger brothers in the
profession.
"Resolve,further, that we tender to
the members of his family our sym-
pathy in this their hour of sadness.
"Resolved, further, that as a mark
of respect we attend his funeral, and
that a copy of these resolutions be
spread upor: the minutes of the
Christian circuit court, a copy fur-
nished the members of his family,
and a cop' furnished ttuf press feit
publicati n.
-4 -•
unter Wood,,Vhairman.
. H. Bush. -
. L. Wilkinson.
IV, T. Fowler.
Jbhn Felon&
On motion, Judge Bush and Judge
McCarron were appointed to select a
floral design as a token of respect for
the deceaired brother.
II
CHARLES A. THOMPSON.
A telegram from Hot Springs an-
nounces that the remains of the late
Charles A. Thompson were shipped
from therls at 7:45 o'clock last night
by the Wells
-Fargo express and
would arlilve in this eity tonight.
Mrs. Fr k H. Bassett, the daughter
of the decieased, is on her way home
from Florida and will reach Hop-
kinsville Itomorrow morning. Mr.
Bassett hi expec.ed home tonight.
—
MRS. GAORGIA ANN JOHNSON*
Mrs. Gisorgia Ann Johnson died
last nigir8l at 12:10 o'clock at the home
of her sou-in-law, T. J. McReynolds,
five miles! south of the city. She had
been an Invalid several years, but
the immediatt cause of her death
was pneuMonia. Mrs. Johnson was
about sevlsnty years of age and a na-
tive of Tedd county. Her husband
was the late J. H. Johnson, a promi-
nent Todd county citizen. Before
her inarrilge she was Miss Georgia
Ann Wirr0118.
Mrs. Johnson was a consecrated
Christian and a life-long member of
, the Baptist 
-eilearch at Adiensville.
He: long life had been crowded withI
good deeds and acts of sympathy
and kindness, and her death causes
sorrow 8411011g all who knew her.
Two children, Mrs. 'I'. J. McReyn-
olds, of tbis county, and V. R.. John-
son, of Elkton, survive her. The re-
mains win be taken to Elkton this
afternoon and the funeral will be
held there tomorrow morning at ten
o'f/rlock at her son's residence.
t.
DR. c. W. GREEN FIELD.
Dr. Cyrhs W. Greenfield, of Oh--
'rie, .died Tuesday night In Greta-
yule, M14., at the home of his don-
in-law, Charles Clark, where he had
been spending the winter.
Dr. GrSentield was about eighty
years of !age and had been very in-
firm fir several years, suffering from
paralysis Hewes reared and had
lived all his long life in the neigh-
borhood Of Sadlersville and Guthrie.
MRS. SADIE WALLACE.
Mrs. Sadie Wallace died last Thurs-
day at the home of her uncle, Robert
Boyd, near Beverly. Consumption
caused death. The interment took
place in the Pool burying ground
near Baldbridge. An infant daugh-
ter survires. Mrs. Wallace was only
nineteen years of age, and was a
Christian woman of many beautiful
traits of character.
10 Per Cent Off
All Bleating Stoves 'til
Marcia lat. to move
them lout instead of up
stair
r 
R;
IBES MFG CO.
Henry Phelps Dead.
Henry J. Phelps, a highly respect-
ed and Intelligent colored man, died
yesterdaY afternoon at his home in
this city k(ter a long sickness from 6
complication cf maladies. He was a
hack-owher and was also local editor
of the MOrning News, a negro Ale
published daily in this city.
HEAD SOLID SORE FAMILY IN NIGHTCLOTHES
Awful Suffering of Baby and
Sleepless Nights of
Mother.
CURED BY CUTICURA
Skin Fair as a Lily with no Scar
to Recall Awful Sore
Writes Mother.
"I herewith write out in full the be-
ginning and end of that terrible disease
eczema," save Mrs. Wm. Ryer, Elk
River, Mimi., "which caused my babe
untold suffering and myself many
sleepless nights. My babe was born
seemingly a fair, healthy child, but
when she was three weeks old a swell-
ing appeared on the back of her head,
and in course of time broke. It did
not heal but grew worse, and the sore
spread from the size of a dime to that
of • dollar. I used all kinds of reme-
dies that I could think of, but nothing
seemed to help; in fact, it grew worse.
Her hair fell out where the sore was,
and I feared it would never grow again.
It continued until my aged father came
an a visit, and when he saw the baby
be told me to get Cuticura Soap and
Ointment right away.
To please him I did so, and to my
surprise by their use the sore began to
heal over, the hair grew over it, and
to-day she has a nice head of hair, her
skin is as fair as a lily, and she has no
sear left to recall that awful sore, and
it is over eight months and no sign of
Its returning."
CURE PERMANENT
"Your letter of the teth inst. re-
ceived, asking in regard to the cure of
my baby some six years ago. Well,
the disease has never returned to her
head which at that time was a solid
sore on top and down the back."
'Mks. W5t. RYER, Elk River, Minn.
Feb. 35, 1903.
throufhoul th• Cutlaurs 500.
tlp form of Lhocelato Cum.! Pill., J3o. per s1,11 ..f
Olatultut, 50r , 1.1,00 Imidon, Chartor-
IM rot., s Hu. 4.0 It P.), I &Mot, 131 Vol wobtio41... rater Drug S by.; Curp Solo lhoprielore.
areas fur "Ilya Ia thus acmes."
Established I564.
staysars successful reoord.
The Great Business Training
School of Louisville
offers the latest and best
methods, and the most 0011l-
photo °nurse of study in
%amen... p, Shorthand, TypewrIt
Ing and other branches
pertaining to •
'BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year.
3tncients may enter at any time.
3 '.EGANT CATALOGUE ,FREE
E. J WRIGHT, Pres.,
. N. E. Cor. 21 and Walnut Ste.
COUISVille;.KV.
1
++++•-•-•-.44444-+++++++
Raymod's
Pectoral
Plaster
Cures all Coughs,
Whooping Cough and
Croup.
If you don't believe it,
try it and it will cure your
unbelief.
Cook & Higgins
Both i Home, 1216.
Phones Cumberland, on.
1111044÷6444444+++.4+44411+44+0
Don't
You
Want
To
Own
Your
Own
Home
The South Ken
tucky Building &
Loan Association
will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments.
If you want to
save money and be
gettLig interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some
?? stock as an invest-
ment.
Por particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
.1 E. McPherson, Sec
John
FOUGHT FIRE WITH SNOW
Edwards Used Coal Oil to Start Fire and Stove Was
Blown V p.---He Was Probably Fatally Burned
And Others Were Injured.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Early yesterday morning, John
Edwards, a colored man who lives
with his wife and six children in a
small dwelling near Cates' mill, used
kerosene to light a fire in a stove.
There was an explosion and flying
Pieces of iron, coal and burning kind-
ling were scattered about the room.
The bedding on which the family
were lying caughton fire. Edmunds
pulled a burnieg mattress from the
room and in doing so his clothes
caught fire and in a moment
was wrapped in flames. He rolled
over in the snow and finally succeed-
ed in extinguishing the flames but
not until he had been frightfully
burned on his body and legs. His
wife and children, who were trying
to put out the fire In the house, were
all butned to some extent. The wo-
man's injuries are extremely painful,
her face, neck and shoulders being
badly blistered. None of the family
had time to put on their clothes and
clothing of the children, all of
whom are under taelve years of age,
was almost entirely destroyed by the
fire. There was no water at the
house and the occupants, almost
naked, fought the flames in the bitter
cold with snow and succeeded in sav-
ing the house from burning. Dr.
Thomas was summoned by white
people in the neighborhood to atteud
to the victims of the fire. Edwards'
Injuries are of a most serious nature
and he may not recover. The others
are doing well. The family is ren-
dered destitute by the lose and the
Injury to Edwards.
41 PERSONAL a• T. C. at Clarksville.
(From Friday's Daily)
General Manager George A. ClarkMiss Katherine Wood, East 48th
street, left yesterday for Clainesboro,. announced Wednesday that the Ten-
Tenn., to accept a position as govor- nessee Centiat Railroad Company
ness. 1 had completed plane for a number of
Mr. Robert J. Johnson, .of Nash- I important improvements at Clarks-
ville, is in the city. 1 ville, says the Nashville American.
Mr. M. C. Ferbes has returned The most important project on foot
from a business trip to Pembroke. is the remodeling of the old tobacco
Dr. M. W. Williams and Walter exchange building and converting it
A. Radford have returned from Texas into a modern depot. Th ill is one of
and Florida. the largest buildings in Clarksville,
as well as one of the finest. The
Itch—Ringworm.
E. T. Lucas. Willow, Ky., writes 
company bought the property whet,
April 26th, 1902: "Far 10 to 12 years his road reached Clarksville last fall
had been afflicted with a malady lead will now make it a passenger
known as the 'itch,' The itching was station.
'neat unbearable; I had tried for I
years to fled relief, having tried all
remedies I enuld hear of, besides a LAND OF FLOWERS
number of doctors. I wish to state
that one single application of Bal-
lard's Snow Liniment mad me com-
pletely and permanently. Since than
I have used, the liniment on two Asp-
erste occasions for ring worm 1411d it
cured completely. 26e, 50 and 01.00
mitt* sold by Rey & Fowler and L.
L Elgin,
SPECIAL CLUBBING
OFFER!
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, the beet semiweekly newspa-
per in the country, and Farm Pro-
gress,A merica's leading Agricultural
and home monthly. will be sent to
any address, or to separate addresses
when so requested, for 81 a year.
The Twins a Week Republic for
near a centnty has earned and mein-
tamed the confidence of half a mill-
ion readers. It covers the news of
the world thoroughly and accurately
and issues special state editions,each
containing the latest and most relia-
ble reports of the particular locality
In which it circulates. Its special
departments ire edited by experts,
and its artists and contributors are
among the best in the country. It is
published every Tuesday and Thurs-
day—eight pages eaeh issue, sixteen
pages a week.
Farm Progress, issued on the first
Thursday of every month, contains
sixteen pages or more full, standard
size newspaper pages, tilled with up-
todate farm literature, and special
departments for the totne, fashions,
boys and girls, fiction. etc. It is pub-
lished by The Republic—a guarantee
of its excellect and high character.
It will pay y MI to take advantage
of this special offer now. Use this
ORDER BLANK.
The Republic, St. Louis. Mo:
Inclosed find $1 for which send The
Twice-a-Week Republic and Farm
Progress one year to
Name, 
P.O R. F. I)
No 
 State 
NOTE—If you want only the
Twice-a-Week Republic the price is
96c a year. The price of Farm Pro-
gress alone is 10c a year. wtt
Notice to Farmers.
I take this means of notifyi-ng the
public that I have an office with J.
T. Edmunds in county building.
When wanting Are Insurance call on
R. K. WARD, agent Continental.
w4t
Cf ALMS or 0 XL
lean tie TMKiadYsHsmsNnj.Bqs
liSeakr.
et
AND SUNSHINE.
California Woman'. Letter of Spe-
cial Interest to people in
Hopkinsville,
At Ole Pigeon of the year a letter
from the land of fllwers snit sun-
shine is of special Interest to our
readers. The following letter from
the Holden Drug Co., of Stockton,
Cal., one of the largest drug houses
on the Pacific coast, Is of especial in
Interest. They write: "Enclosed is
a letter from one of the most prowl
prominent residents of this city. She
will not allow her name to be pub-
lished id the newspapers, but we can
furnish it anaone writing us."
The letter is as follows:
"For some four years my daughter
has had headaches, which seriously
interferea with her school work
Until recently we attributed the
trouble to eye strain, but happening
to notice you advertisement of Hyo-
rnei, we were satisfied that hz.r trou-
ble came from catarrh.
We purchased a dolar outfit, and
within twenty-four hours great re-
lief was experienced, and the loosen-
ing of mucous matter and the reduc-
tion of throat inflemmation began.
Sixty days use of Hyomei made
nearly a complete recovery, which
we consider very satisfactory after
nearly four years of expense and
fruitless treatment by other meth
ode, and that we feel grateful is to
put it mild,"
Mrs, 
This letter shows that many cases
of sickness and debility are simply
caused by catarrh and that they can
be cured by Hyomei. This is na-
ture's own method of curing catarrh,
medicating the air you breathe.
A complete outfit, including the
inhaler, costs but $1., and extra boa.
ties are only 60 cents. Ask L. L. El-
gin to show you the strong guarantee
under which he sells this temarkable
remedy. 31 7
Tobacco Bill.
The Tennessee house of represent-
atives has passed a bill prohibiting
the sale and giving away of tobacco
in any form to minors, after amend-
ing the age limit to seventeen instead
of twenty-one.
Many Children Are Sickly.
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, used by Mother Gray, a
nurse in Children's Home, New
York, break up colds In 24 hoar.,
cure feverishness, headache, atom-
ise] troubles, teething disorders, and
destroy worms. At all druggists,
26 cents. Sample mailed free. Ad-
dress, Allen S. Olmstead, LeRoy, N.
Y. 4w
1 C•111 TIPATI N L SEIB ITS 0 IU n you the mom=bftin taking the celeDR. CARLSTEDT'S GERMAN LIVER POWDER. MI stomach disorders cured bythis greatest of all constitutional remedies. Ask your druggist—if he hasn't it we will send it to you, prepaid. $1 per bottle.Trial size, 25c. Address, at once, AMERICAN PHARMACAL CO.. Manufacturing Obeeists, Seamsville, bed.
Johnson-Duncan.
(From Friday's Daily)
Mr. William Duncan and Miss
Kitty Johnson were joined in matri-
mony last night at the home of the
bride in Louisville. The ceremony
wao. performed by the Rev. Mr.
Hawes, and immediately after t e
service the happy couple left on an
extensive trip to California and Mt x-
ico. The bride has many friends and
admirers in this city where she for-
merly resided. She was a niece of
the late Dr. B. W. Stone. The fortu-
nate bridegroom is a prosperous
business mail of Greenville, Ky.
Croup
Begins with the symptoms of a coin-
-non cold; there is chilliness, sneez.
ing,sore throat,hot skin, quick puke.,
hoarseness and impeded respiration.
Give frequent small doses of Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup, (the child
will cry for it) and at the first sign
of a croupy cough, apply frequently
Ballard's Snow Liniment to the
turoat.
Mrs. A. Vliet, New Castle, Colo.,
writes, March 19th, 1901: "I think
Ballard's Horehound Syrep a wone
derful remedy and so pleasant." 25e,
50c and $100. Sold by Ray & Fowler
and I. L. Elgin.
"Aunt Caroline" Clardy
Dead.
"Aunt Caroline" Clardy, one of the
best known and most respected col-
ored women in the city, died last
night, at her home of heart affection
She was seventy-two years of age
Funeral services will be held Sunday
afternoon at 1:80 o'clock at the Vir-
ginia street colored Baptist church
"Aunt Catalina" had attended the
advent of more Infante and hurtled
tflora 'children than any other nurse
In the city and her gentlenese, WWI
anti 'Moloney were outlining,
Oa.
Cies Your StOmaoh a Rest.
Your food H be properly digested
and assimilated to be of soy value to
you, If year stomach he weak or
diseased take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
It digest' what you eat and gives the
stomach a rest, enabling it to recu-
perate, take on new life cod grow
strong again. Kodol cures sour
stomach, gee, bloating, heart palpi-
tation and all digestive disorders.
L. A. Soper, of Little Rock, Ky.,
writes us: "We feet that Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure deserves all the roc-
dnmendation that can be given it, as
it saved the life of our little girl
when she was three years old. She
is DOW six and we have kept it for
her constantly, but of course she only
.akes it now when any thing disa-
grees with her." Sold by R. C
dard wick.
Cures Blood and Skin Dis-
eases, Itching Humors,
Eczema, Scrofula, Etc.
Send no money—simply write and
try Botanic Blood Balm at our ex-
pense, A personal trial of Blood
Balm is better than a thousand prin-
ted testimonials, so don't hesitate to
write for a free sample.
If you suffer from ulcers, eczema,
scrofula, blood poison, cancer, eating
sores, itching skin, pimples, boils.
bone pains, swellings, rheumatism,
catarrh, or any blood or skin disease,
we advise you to take 13otantc Blood
Balm (B. B. B.) Especially recom-
mended for old, obstinate, deep-seat-
ed cases of malignant blood or skin
diseases, because Botanic Blood
Balm (B B B) kills the poison in the
blood, cuees where all else fails,heals
every sore, makes the blood pure and
rich, gives the skin the rich glow of
health. B B 15, the most perfect
blood purifier made. Thoroughly
tested for 39 years. Costs $1 per large
bottle at drug stores. To prove it
cures, sample of Blood Balm sent
free by writing Blood Bairn Co., At-
lanta. Oa. Describe trouble and free
medical advice sent in sealed letter.
Ita_This is an honest offer—medi-
clue sent at once, prepaid. Sold by
R. C. Hariwick.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hato Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of
OneMinuteOeushOure
per Dougbas Colds sad Om&
The Maki of Motherhood.
The halo of motherhood is a divine thing, we all
revere it, and we all appreciate at what a cost it hasbeen won. A pprehension, tears, worry, and actual sufferiwg
make up its cost, and yet all this might be vastly lessened
by the simple agency of
,
-
MOTHER'S f7itlEtID,
a liniment dedicated to the easing of
parturition and its accompanying
suffering.
It is applied externally,
and the results following its use are
nothing shOrt of marvelous. "A
friend in need is a friend indeed,"
that's what Mother's Friend is.
Sold at all drug stores for
$1.00 per bottle. Send for
our book, "Motherhood,"
"free if you ask.
GRAOFIE113 REGULATOR 00.,
7.ATLANTA.
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BANK OF 116KINSVILLE
•
Organized In 1868 
Capital Stock Paid In $100,000.00
Surplus $32,000.00
HENRY C. GANT, PRESIDENT.
14 E. MCPHERSONi CASHIER.. L. MCPHERSON, ASST. CASHIER.
WITH the largest combined capital and surplus of any bankIn Christian celerity, we are prepared to offer our °este%
mere every facility in the conduct of their business, and
prompt, courteous treatment in .very detail.
1
444VghiVieM WWWthWW
JIM
i
JO COIBINED NECK and EAR MUFFLERAa
2/01 Protects the neck, ears atid face. Warm, durable
,111111 anti neat. Makes sero wreath pleasant. A sure preven-
▪ tative for coughs colds, pneumonia and consumption.
le GUNS! GUNS! GUNS!Ills
Jim We have the largest ibte of guns of anyone in thecity—double and simile barrel—also rifite. Ali drum-
AN mere' samples which we are selling below cost and less
All than what other merchants would have to pay the jot:i-
ll" hers for the same gun. Call and see the guns anti get •
3111 prioes.
IN We carry a full line of Huntinir Coats, Hunting
:3111 Meets, Hunting Shoes (ware' r roof) Leggins, Gun Cases,
In 
in fact every things hunt'i ,.eds.
'IP Gun Repairing a Specialty.
Am
III Bicycles Cameras K. daks Sweaters
.1111 Foot Bails Striking nags Fencing Foils
Die Boxing Gloves Exercisers Talking MachinesGymnasium Shoes Siriking Bag Platforms
111111
KEEP WARM
E.M.Moss&Co
Sixth Street.
i.AMPMARAM MNAMMMA
tiolima Num helms
[Nelson & Dabney]
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
The Abernathy Company, Props.
Sell Tobacco in HogShead or Loose.
Prompt Personal Attention to all Busineses.
LIBERAL ADVANCES ON PRIZED TOBACCO
IN STORE.
BRAME'S STABLE
Successor to Golay Brame. Cor. 7th A Vir. Sta.
LIVERY AND FEED STABLE'
For a nice drive, up-to-date rigs and courteous attention give
me a call. Hack service for the city—meeting all tr•Ins. Foos-
ral and wedding parties a specialty. Home phone 1818, Cumber*
land phone 89. I will be glad to have all my friends give as
their patronage.
Howard Brame. • HoplUnaville. NT%
.„.
"WilOrrt,-,•waxweree.
IAL 
, al Sugar-coated, easy to take,,yerspillccmoinldstlinpaatfotinoni3ilT,ohueysnceusrse
46-1 sick-headache. . L°:avi::::
Want your moustache or beard
a beautiful brawn or rich black? Use
BUCKINGHAM'S DYE
!III 1 CT*. or Dittit.tilirrb oo it. P. MALL a co.. NAtiliU,. N.444.-
Raymod's
Pectoral
Plaster
Cures all Coughs,
Whooping Cough and
Croup.
If you don't believe it,
try it and it will cure your
unbelief.
Cook &Higgins
Horns, 1115. 56.
ifiree444-04+WWWW.+4,444444444,
hen the Teeth
Give Out
ItO4Wben it becomes necessary for
=„1:o supply the defielencies of no-
isome to this affice. e make
„ IWA.841108 44.Teitthis rainier pistol for $&0O. they are
lamtfeet in every particular. They fit
seven that the wearers soon forget
Mat they have artiglaioritookh. They,
r
ral sppoarance and do all 
eratioral teeth Will do.
for examination. Teeth
roe when n ow' ones. are or-
LouisvilleI 
t to Court House, Hopkinsville
Ky. Home Phoneetr4.
SECOND
NOTICE!• 
Nothing will afford you
the protection from the cold •
weather and sudden changer •
of this climate as will one of
OUR FROST KING
OR FROST QUEEN
CHAMOIS VESTS
These garments are worn
under the regular olothiny,
are not bulky or cumber-
some and retain the heat of
the body while they exclude
the cold outer air.
We have the only com-
plete line of
THROAT
AND CHEST
PROTECTORS
•
and,Chamois; Vests in the
city, and can supply you
with anything in this line
you want. We have these
goods now on display and
Invite you to call and (nspect
them.
, Druggists.
9th and Main Ste
ntal Parlors
•
•
•
ENCOURAGING NEVES
RECBIVED FROM CHAIR-
MAN EWINC.
Believes Tobacco Bill Will
Pass at this Session of
Congress.
Chairman Felix Ewing, of the
Dark Tobacco Growers' Protective
association, has written an encour-
aging letter from Washington, to
which place be went several days
ago. He stated that Senator Aldrich
chairman of the finance committee,
who held up the bill repealing the
six-cent tax on tobacco at the last
session of congress, Is in Europe,
and that Senator Allison, of Iowa,
had charge of the bill. The latter is
• warm friend of Secretary of Agri-
culture Wilacn, who is heartily in
favor of tbri bill. After O very satis-
factory conference with Mr. Wilson,
Mr. Ewing in company with the for-
mer, called on the president, to
whom the matter was thoroughly
explained. They were given a care-
ful hearing, and Mr. Ewing felt en-
couraged after the conference. He
believes that the bill will pass at the
present session of congress. Before
returning home Mt. Ewing will go to
New York to meet representatives a
a syndicate with whom he ls negotia-
ting for the sale of all of the tobacco
controlled by the association.
READ THIS.
Hopkinsvilio, Hy., June 7, 1901.
Dr. E. W. Hall, St. Louis, Mo.—
Dear Sir: I have sold your Texas
Wonder, Hall's Great Discovery, for
the past three years and from ex-
perience I can say I have never sold
any kidney and bladder remedy of
superior merits.
Most respectfully,
THOMAS D. ARMISTEAD.
A TEXAS WONDER.
One small bottle of the Texas Won-
der, Hall's Great Disccvery, cures all
kidney and bladder troubles, re-
moves gravel, cures diabetes, semi-
nal emissions, weak and lame back.,
rheumatism and all irregularities of
the kidneys and bladder in both men
Nand women; regulates bladder trou-
bles in children. If not sold by yonr
druggist, it will be sent by mall on
receipt of $1. One small bottle is
Iwo months' treatment and seldom
falls to perfect a cure. Dr. E. W.
Hall, sole manufacturer, P. 0. Box
629, St. Louis, Mo. Sea.] for testi-
monials. Sold by druggists and
Thomas D. Armistead.
..ner-Vir uric IN eakent,•
You, Kidneys.
Inbealthy Y.ldneys Makt Impure Blood.
t. Me/ tr luble.
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady
icart'is, and makes one feel as thougl.
nee, h. el heart trouble, because the hear
,•er-working in pumping thick, kidney
)oironed blood through veins and arteries.
It used to be considered that only urinsiy
rJables were to be tra:ed to the kidne)s,
tut now modern science proves that nearly
til coristitutional diseases have ;hr begin-
g in kidney trouble.
It you are sik make no mistake
iv first doctorink kidney,: i1. mild
And the extraordinary effect Kiimer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is
;non realized. it stands the highest fo- its
wonderful cures of the most distressing c•ases
and is sold on its IT11.7:15
oy all druggt.w.i in fifty-
:.•ent and onz-dollar sli-
ts. You may hay.. a
sample bottle by mai! nom. or
(rec. also pamphlet telling you how to find
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer
Binghamton, N. Y.
Don't make any mistake, but re
member the name, Swamp-Root, Dr
Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad-
dress, Binghampton, N. Y., on every
bottle.
All the Llood in your body parser througt
,our kidneys once, every three rn!nu c...
The kidneys are youi
le ee---- • Wood purifiers. they ft,-
- 5 (1.:;.,1 te- out the wame o•
r #t4t1 . 
impt.rities in the cltos.
If they are sick or ou
itil .:
...t order, they !Ail to di
ther work.
Pains, as•hes and rheu
mattsm come from ex•
cess of ur,.;• acid in the
wood. due to neglecte:
CY 416 MP 0 jlt. Z A..
Boars it, 41 I1YN lbe Ma kV
0041••••••••••••• IMP:"
FIVE MURDERERS
ARE IN THE LOUISVILLE
JAIL.
Each of Them Has Been
Sentenced to Die on the
Scaffold.
There are five murderers in the jail
at Louisville awaiting execution
now, but the majority of cases an
appeal is pending, and it is believed
that the new jail will be occupied
before any of the sentenoes are car-
ried out,
William Van Dalian is sentenced
to hang on the 24th of the present
month but It is probable that an ap-
peal will be taken in the meantime,
which will operate as a stay of exe-
cution.
George Warner, who killed Pulaski
LJeds, and whose death sentence
was affirmed recently by the court of
appeals, was originally sentenced to
die on April 29, 1904. The new date
will be fixed by Governor Beckham.
Jake Bischoff is under sentence to
hang on March 10, but it is under-
stood that his case will be taken to
the higher court. James Thomas,
colored, who was sentenced to bang
on April 22, 1904, has an appeal pend-
ing and Ed Brown, also colored, is
under sentence of death, but no date
has been fixed.
John R. Pflanz, the jailer, thinks
that the new jail will be ready for
occupancy by April I, and does not
believe that any of the convicted
men now under sentence of death
will hang in the old jail.
SELECTING FAIR DATES
Kentucky and Illinois Towns
Are Choosing The Dates.
Five out of eight towns in the Tri-
State racing circuit have chosen
their fair dates. The remaining three
towns are expected to announce their
dates within a few weeks.
The Tri-State circuit was organ-
ized in order to facilitate the promo-
tion of county fairs in this section.
Towns in Indiana, Kentucky and
linois where the fairs are big events
are members of the circuit.
Jacob ZImbro, Jr., of this city, is
secretary and treasurer of the asso-
ciation.
The towns abd the dates they have
Chosen areisp follows:
Mt Vernon, Ind., August 14 to 19.
Uniontown', August 8 to 12.
Henderson, September 26 to Octo•
bar 1.
Carmi, Ill., September 6 to 9.
Boonville, Ind., August 28 to Sep-
tember 2.
The remaining towns are Madison-
ville, Ky., Chrisney,Iiid.,ami Prince-
tm, Ind.—Henderson Gleaner.
NINE EXAMINATIONS
Will be Held in Kentucky
Next Spring.
In the manual of exatninations is-
sued by the United States civil ser-
vice commission it is announced that
nine examinations will be held du-
ring the coming spring.
The dates for the examinations and
the places where they will be held
are as follows:
Lexington, March 15, 22, and April
19; Louisville, Match 16, 23, 24 and
April 19; Paducah, March 15 and
April 19.
The government needs in its ser-
vice pressmen, etenographers, engin-
eers, acting assistant surgeons, law
clerks, kindergarten teachers, immi-
grant inspector, trained nurses,trane-
lators, farmers, fish culturists,drafts-
men, pharmacists, civil and electric-
al engineers, and persons proficient
in almost any line.
According to a table compiled by
the civil service commission, Ken-
tucky has not as many persons un-
der the Civil service as she is entitled
to have. The state is entitIrd to 216,
and at the present she has but 200 in
the service.
FIRE OF INCENDIARY ORIGIN
WRECKS STORE IN THE PHTNIX.
W. V. BICKERS, SHOEMAN.
THE VICTIM.
THEORY OF A ROBBERY
Is Advanced After Inspec-
tion of Buliding.—Caught
In Cellar.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Fire supposed to be of incendiary
origin late last night destroyed the
shoe store of W. H. Bickers in the
Phoenix building on East Ninth
street.
Shortly after eleven o'clock as L.
A.-Johnson left blif store on Ninth
and Virginia streets he noticed a
blaze down Ninth street which he at
first thought to be rubbish burning
in the street but upon closer inspec-
tion saw that the blase was rising
through the grating on the cellar of
one of the stores in the Phoenix block.
He at once turned in an alarm and
was one of the first to reach the
scene.
The blaze was largely confined to
the cellar but enough of it reached
the store above through the stairway
and a hole which was burned in the
floor to badly scorch all the boxes of
shoes and this together with the
damage from smoke and water will
make th'e entire stock almost a com-
plete loss. The stock is estimated to
be worth $8,000 on which there is
$1 600 insurance with Mrs. J. M
Campbell divided between the Mer-
cantile and Northern companies and
$800 on the stock and $200 on the fix-
tures with Whirrs° & Winfree in the
Anchor company. The losses on the
building which will probably reach
$1000 is covered by insurance with
Higgins & Son.
Probably the first persons to reach
the scene were two trainnien of the
Tennessee Central railroad, who had
been looking at some upstairs rooms
before the fire broke out. These men
say that when they tried t door it
was unlocked and when Lieut. Booth
Morris of the police force came up
his attention was called to it. Fire
Chief George Randle says that in his
opinion the fire was undoubtedly, of
incendiary origin. He says the door
leading up from the cellar was left
standing wide opeu and the door
leading from the building into the
rear alley had been propped open
with a bucket apparently to make
the fire gain as much headway as
possible before being discovered.
The theory is advanced that the
fire was started by thieves who en-
tered the store for the purpose of
stealing some of the shoes and who
set building on fire in an effort to hid
their crime. Some shoes were found
out in the rear where they had been
dropped near the fence but the
tracks were lost here and the trail
could not be found again. On ac-
count of the torn up condition of the
stock it is of course impossible to
determine just how many pairs of
shoes were taken from the store.
Mr. and Mrs. Bickers were notified
at their Loarding house on Liberty
street and reached the scene after
the blaze Lad been gotten under
control. Bert Matthews roomed
just above the store and the railroad
men, knowing his location, went up
and aroused him from his slumbers.
He was almost over come by the
smoke and fumes from the fire. The
bicycle store of West it Sou next
door to the shoe store was also con-
siderably damaged by smoke and
water but fortunately the door lead-
ing from the cellar into this room
was closed and the blaze did not get
through.
Had the blaze been given a few
minutes more time it is very prob-
able that a conflagration would have
resulted as the alarm was turned in
anti the department reached the
scene barely in time to confine the
blaze to the shoe store. The police
are working diligently in the effyrt
to locate the supposed thief and fire-
bug.
SHOT 111 ASSASSIN.
PROCURATOR GENERAL
OF FINLAND MURDERED
Slayer Wounded In Duel
With Son of His
Victim.
HE LS I NG( CF110bRiSleg,raFmeb).  7.—Soisa-
ion Soiniuen, Procurator General of
Finland, who before he was enno-
bled was known by the Dame of
Johanson, was assassinated Monday
by in unknownman, whose identity
up to the present time has nbt been
determined. The assassin and Solo-
men's son were both wounded in a
revolver duel following the killing.
The murderer appeared at the Pro-
curator's residence at 11 o'clock and
sent in a card bearing in French the
name of Alexandre Gadd, who is in
the Russian service. The young
man, smartly dressed in an officer's
uniform, was promptly admitted to
the official's private study, and on
his entrance fired four shots from a
revolver, one of the bullets piercing
the breast of the Procurator, who ex-
pired almost immediately.
His 17-year-old son, hearing the
shots, rushed in from an adjoining
room and fired three or four shots at
his father's assassin, whose right leg
was broken below the knee by a bul-
let. The assassin fired the one bullet
remaining in his revolver at Soinin-
en's son, wounding him slightly in
the calf of his right leg. He then en-
deavored to escape, but fell tincon-
seious to the floor in the ante-room.
('he assassin was removed to the sur-
gical hoepital, where belies, answer-
ing no questions, and evidently un-
conscious. His recovery, however, is
thought to be certain.
Up to the present time the author-
ities have been unable to Identify
him.
Soiniuen was born in 1866 and prac-
ticed st the Finnish bar. Ile was
highly esteemed and had held vari-
ous government appointments. He
was regarded as a wise and patriotic
official. It is undarstood that it was
at his initiative that the Finns ex-
iled by Gov. Gen. Bobrikoff were l -
lowed to return to Finland.
Notes About People
From Tuesdays Daily.
les Elizabeth 'Harr istin,of Spring-
field, 0., will arrive in the city today
to visit Miss Jean Goldthwalte.
Mrs. L. M. Armstrong left yester-
day afternoon for Nashville to spend
several days visiting relatives.
Bassett Elgin, son of Walter Elgin,
of Norton•ille, has entered school
here.
Mrs. A. M. Causey and little sap,
Louie Kenneth. left this morning for
Hopkinsville where they will spend
a week visiting friends and relatives
—Bowling Green News.
Mrs. Green Henry Itmsell has re
turned from a visit to friends in Lou-
isville.
Mrs. T. L. Gant has returned to
Pensacola, Fla.
Dr. W. W. NVillianis, of Church
Hill, is in the city.
Mr. Hairy Lipstine is at home af-
ter a three months' Southern trip.
Mrs. Chas. P. Johnson has accept-
ed a pe.sition as book keeper for
Fairleigh.
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Baker, of
Princeton. are guests of Mr. and Mrs
John J. Metcalfe.
•
American Catholics.
The official directory of the Catho-
lic church for 1906 gives the Catholic
population under the American flag
as 20,663,492. Of these, 19,467,798 are
in America and 7,068,699 in the
Philippines.
Winn Elected.
Matt J. Winn, of the Louisville
Jockey Club, was elected President
of the new American Turf Associa-
tiou, organized in opposition to the
Western Jockey Club.
HOSPITALS CLOSED.
NO MORE PATIENTS TOUT
TREATED.
Last Case Will Be Dismiss-
ed As boon As Weather
Permits.
the past. The hospital for Whi4
The smallpox scare is a thple:
sons in Cedar Grove was flee* .
closed se+al days ago. 7
The eruptive hospital for colored
people 13 now ready to be closed is
the last p MMIIent has been deoli
cured, button account of the serf' OWN
weather it was thought beet to kisi.
1this pstie1 t, a negro girl. in the bolt
pita' for a few days longer' so that
there woffid be no danger of Mr
bringing on a complication by expot-
sure. Just as soon as the weather
will permat the girl will be seat.
home and then the hospital will be A.
thoroughly ventilated, everytbirfs
packed allay ready for future use
should it become necessary, and the
doors locked.
BISHOP WOOKSK
The sadsfaction witn widish the
members! of the Episcopal church
greeted tpe election of the Rev.
Charles R. Woodcock as Bishop of
Kentucky was confirmed Sunday
when Biehop Woodcock made his
first publics appearance among his
church people, officiating at three
services, in Louisville, the mornallif
and afternoon services at Christ
Church Cathedral and the eventag
services itt St. Andrew's church. By
his arpearsnce, his bearing slid
preaching be instantly won a plies
In the beisrts of the church mem
and on eVery band as the. coo
tions left the churches the mom
could be seen congratulating esjith
other and commenting that "Issi'le
the right man in the rigbt place."
Broke His Arm.
John Morris, the dairyman, met
with an ISxtremely painful accident
Sunday. He slipped on the ice on
Clay street and broke his right arm
at the elbow. A part of the same arm
had been cut off in a corn shredder
several years ago. Dr. Sargent at-
tended Mr. Morris and set the frac-
tured bone.
Little Drops of Water.
Little drops of water,
Freezing as they fall,
Make man's feet fly upward,
Dishteate his gall.
Rob the merry fat man
Of his store of mirth,
Make him leave his trade mark
Where be hits the earth.
Make the pretty little
Lady cease to care
Who spay chance to bear her,
Who may turn hio stare.
Little drops of water
Freezing where they splash,
Make the mean old miser
Cease to think of cash.
Rob the happy lover
Of his thoughts of love
As tie* constellations
He beholds above.
Make the mighty magnate
Sitting on his hat,
Have disgust for water
And such things as that.
Little drops of water
Freezing where they fall,
Show that Hades has some
Goad points after all.
—Chicago Recierd-Herald.
Fraud Exposed.
A feri counterfeiters have lately
been making and trying to sell imita-
tions of Dr. King's New Discovery
for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
and other mediciffes, thereby de-
frauding the public. This is to warn
you to beware of such people, who
seek to profit through stealing the
reputation of remedies which have
been successfully curing disease for
over 35 years. A sure protection to
you is our name on the wrapper.
Look flor it on all Hr. King's and
Bucklt's remedies as all others are
mere i itations. K. E. BUCKLMN
di CO., Chicago, Ill., and Windsor
Canada.
otile Early 01141111banes Onto Dna
'CITY COUNCIL MET
The Keystos•
of Good Health
is pure food.
Lion Coffee
coliss—so glazing of
eggs or glue to conceal de-
fects and cheapen its quality.
Fresh and uniform, rich
in flavor because always in
sealed packages—never in
bulk.
-womb
Mitchell Case Set.
The trial of R. L. Mitchell, who is
eon/1mA in the Clarksville jail on the
eharge of murdering his wife near
Clarksville, will probably come up
In the criminal court on the first
Monday in March. This case will be
the most important to be tried this
term.
Woman Reprieved.
Mrs. Mary Rogers, who was sen-
tenced to be hanged at Waterbury,
Vt.. yesterday, was repcieved until
June 9.
- 
RIBBON.
GRASS' (LOVER
E
STAND
PRE-EMINENTLY AHEAD
of all other stocks
IN QUALITY
5am the most economical to use. It takesseed. You obtain better stands. Yourx1 is not filled with noxious weeds.
We c..irry the latirest and moat complete
Sue 4 Seeda for Garden or Farm.
Allada. Rape. drams mad Clever Seeds.
Seed Oats. Seed Corn. Seed Potables.
Refuge crepe. Vegetable and Plower
Seeds.
sdue avast AWARDIM se. porn% 11101.
Oser New Catutillpee riving full Worms-
Wood, Stubbs & Co.
SZICIEDSIKEN,
LOVIEIVIME. KiliENTUGHT
A LINGERING COUGH
The cough that holds on
in spite of all remedies needs
energetic and above all thor-
ough treatment. A mere
cough mixture won't do.
Root out the cold that causes
the cough.
flow ? Scott's Emulsion.
Why Scott's Emulsion?
Because it stops the irrita-
tion, soothes the tissues and
heals the affected membranes.
When? Right away.
Scott's Emulsion begins to
help with the first dose.
We'll send you. sample free upon request.
SCOTT & SOWN E. soti Pearl Street. New Yruk
WANTED, 100,000
MINK
and
R I
An' Other raw furs at extremely hied
price'. Arldrese
A. E. BURKHARDT,
International Fur Merchant,
Cincinnati, 0. w6t
Johann
Hoff's Malt,
The Greatest
Tonic of the Season.
We are the depot in this city
for this great tonic and we are
going to give away 6C0 bot
ties to those who hold orders
on us for same. The order
will be mailed to you by the
manufacturers and as soon as
you receive your orders bring
or send it and get the malt.
If you have no convenience
of sending telephone us and
will send it to you. Our tel
"phone Nos. are Cumb 63;
Home 1063. Your druggists,
Johnson & Co
[FAMED R. 0111S
PASSES AWAY AFTER A
LONC ILLNESS.
Venerable Citizen Died Sud-
denly At Hie Home Near
This City.
(From Monday's Daily.)
Leauder R. Davis, an aged and
highly respected citizen, father of
Councilman Lucian H. Davis, died
Sunday morning at his farm near
this city.
The deceased had been an invalid
for three years and had suffered
greatly from an asthmatic affection.
1-fe recently contracted a severe cold
and the immediate cause of his death
was a smothering spell which pre-
vented his breathing.
Mr. Davis was born May 12, 1834,
and was a nattve of Christian county
For a number of years he was in the
grocery business, but sold out and
moved to the Campbell farm on the
Russellville pike where he had since
made his home.
He is survived by his widow and
the following children: Mrs. W. M.
Johnson, L. H. Davis, Ross W. Da-
vis, of Bloomington, Ill., Mrs. E. R.
Vaughn, or Lubbock, Texas, and
John Campbell Davis. He was a
conscientious Christian and a mem-
ber of the Baptist church, having
united with the church thirty-five
years ago. He was a member of
Evergreen Lodge No. 38, Knights of
Pythias. Mr. Davis was an honora-
ble, upright citizen, devoted to his
family and faithful to all the duties
of. life.
Funeral services were held this
aftornoon at 2 o'clock at the Baptist
church, and the pastor, Rev. Dr.
Chas. H. Naph, assisted by Rev. Dr.
E. L. Southgate and Rev. W. F.
Cashman. The remains were in-
terred with Pythian honors at Hope-
well cemetery.
Dangerously Wounded.
George Clark, a traveling man re-
siding in Evansville, Did., who is
well known in Hopkinsville, was
shot in the head Friday on an L. &N.
train near Enfield, Ill., and will in
all probability die lrom the wound.
The ball was fired by a boy in a
field adjoining the railroad track. It
crashed through a window of the train
and penetrated Mr. Clark's head,
lodging in the bones behind the nose.
Mr. Clark is a man about forty-five
years old and moved to Evansville
from Otifellb bon', Ky., about six
mouths ago. He had started out on
a trip to Carnal, Illinois. The boy, of
course, escaped before the train
could be stopped.
Roney's Boys.
Manager McPherson is arranging
to give the tabernacle patrons one of
the most delightful musical treats in
years. Honey's Boys Conceit com-
pany which will appear here in the
itear future. This Is one of the high-
est class entertainments in America.
Braddock (Pa.) Newss "Roney's
Boys" are "the best ever." Such is
the verdict, unanimously given, of
the large audience in attendance.
The boys sang with the ease and
pureness of tone of professionals of
many years constant practice.
Biddeford (Me.) Roo ird: By far
the best entertainment that has ever
been given in the library course.
Barre ( Vt.) Telegram: Unquestion-
ably the most interesting entertain-
ment of its kind ever heard here.
FONNDER OF WOODMEN
(Special to New Era.)
Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 6.—Fred A.
Faikenhurg, head and founder of the
Woodmen of the World, continues
critically ill at the home of a friend
here. John H. Foley, chief adviser
of the order, passes most of his time
now with the stricken man. Other
officers are doing all in their power
to relieve the strain on the wife and
daughter of the sick man.
COO
Rifle and Pistol Cartridges.
The proof of the pudding is the eating; the proof of
the cartridge is its shooting. The great popularity
attained by Winchester rifle and pistol cartridges
during a period of over 3o years is the best proof of
their shooting qualities. They always give satisfac-
tion. Winchester .22 caliber cartridges loaded with
Smokeless powder have the celebrated Winches.
ter Greaseless Bulletis, which make them cleaner to
handle than any cartridges of this caliber mads.
ALL SUCCESSFUL SPORTSMEN USE THEM.)
DR. FENNER'S
•
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ANDBackache
ALSO Tuitirias 7115 BLOOD. ,
All Diseases et the
kidneys, bladder, sod
urinary organs.
Also catarrh, beset 4%444
disease, gravel, &mpg,
rheumatism, backache.
female treebieL
Does beams discouraged. There is it earls fer yet. ft. u.SieSCAL • Nam*. '44)7'Re has spent a lifetime curing just such capes se yours. All consultations YU&
Suffered Intensely with Backache.
Dr. IL IL Fenner, Fredonia, N. Y.
Dear Sin—For nearly a yeo I stared
Intensely with backache and mould
hardly bear to stand on my feet. I
also felt restless when sitting down. Upon
the advice of a friend I tried Dr. Penner's
Kidney and Backache Cure. Two
bottles cured me entirely and I can't say
too much for this remedy. I also find it pleas-
ant LO take.
MRS. J. C. BLACKBURN,
Galesburg, II!.
Sold by Druggists, 50c. and $1. Get Cook Book and Treatise os
the Kidneys—FRISZ.
For Sale by R. C. Hardwich.
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E. B. LONG, W. T. TANDY, JAS A YOUNG,Jr
Cashier. Asst. CashierPres.
The my BANF
Capital
of
• • .
Surplus and Undivided Profits.. $70,000.00
The surplus of this banK is larger than that of all other
Banks in Christian county combined; and In proportion to Capital ranks
among the first in the State of Keptucky. Every dollar of this surplus has
been earned, indicating the success and strength of this institution.
$60,000,00
WHITE'S CREAM
ORM& VERMIFUCE
31.1111 • MAUL,. —• basil.
Fw 2 Years Nes Grailriorm eme es. 0:8 eirev -c ate - • ris
1111 Cele 7:10 411. X. X. 111.1742.011[1114411.
JAMES F. BALLARD. St. UMW
Bold by Ra7,421 Tow for wadi. L. mon
BUSINESS OF INTEREST
TRANSACTED
More Strbet Lights—Water
Works Franchisee—New
City Tax Assessor.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The city council met last night in
regular session with Mayor Henry
and all members of the board pres-
ent with the exception of Council-
man Galbreath, wbo is sick. The re-
ports of city officers were received
and approved. The meat market
men of the city requested through
their representative, Attorney John
Maud that the council appoint a
committee of three to confer with
them in regard to fixing license on
the meat business, which was done.
Several directors of the Y. M. C. A.
appeared before the council with the
request that ordinance be passed al-
lowing the association to use 18 inch-
es of pavement on Ninth. street in
front of their property for the plac-
ing of stone steps and two columns.
An ordinance was passed allowing
same.
An order was made directing the
clerk to offer for sale a water works
franchise. The water and light com-
mittee made a report and the coun-
cil ordered lIghts placed at corner of
17th and Main; South Main near city
limits; Twyman St., near 19th; East
7th St., between Campbell and Bel-
mont at Gooch alley; Brown street
north of 7th St.; corner of 18th and
Clay Ste., and one on West 18th or
West 19th at option of the committee.
The contract with R. F. Vaughn for
crushed stone to be furnished the
city for the year 1906 was ratified.
F. R. Dryer, the city assessor, ten-
dered his resignation, which was ac-
cepted, ahd R.L. Boulware was elect-
ed to fill the unexpired term.
—
TOBACCO MARKET.
BAD WEATHER INTER-
FERES WITH DELIVERIES
Reports received from the board
of inspectors and warehousemen
show the tobacco market to be un-
usually quiet for the opening of the
new year. This is largely due to the
intensely cold weather that the coup-
try has been experiencing, as the
roads are all blocked up so that to-
bacco can not be brought any great
distance to market unless upon the
railroads. Neither has there been
any seasonable weather for prizing
the weed and getting it in shape to
be delivered. The only sales that
are being effected are the ones made
privately, but the prices on such as
do sell are satisfactory.
The sales of the weed in its loose
siboditiou upon the warehouse floors
are being held weekly, and consider-
able tobacco in this way changes
hands. Prices are better than they
were at any time last season, and the
farmers are sanguine that they wil
remain good.
Lost $600 Pin.
The Jacksonville, Fla., 'limes-Un-
ion says:
"George E. Gary, secretary of the
Forbes Manufacturing company,
makers of the Mogul wagons at Hop-
k insville, Ky., was the victim of a
snatch thief at the union station yes-
terday morning.
"Mr. Gary was mingling with the
crowd, which was very thick at the
time of the robbery. He stated yes-
terday that he noticed a man keep-
ing rather close to him, and when he
left nis side his valuable diamond
stickpin, valued by him at $600, was
missing from his cravat.
"Crooks are numerous about the
union station at present, and within
the past two days numerous pick-
pockets have been reported to the
police."
MMINWIT AMUR
; IPS* ilbeldrew soft Nore. 45 Wefts
Soft
Harness
You can make your bar-
nee. as soft sa • glove
and as tough as wire by
using RtiftiSKA Har..
mese Oil. You can
lengthen Its life—make itlast twice as long no it
ordinarily woad&
EUREKA
Harness Oil
rns ken poor look I n har-
ness Ilk, new. Made of
pure, heavy bodied oil. es-
pecially prepared to with-
stand the weather.
In 
ev2zwhere
lads b STAMMO OIL M.
LOUISVILLE'S LEPER
RUSSIAN JEW WHO HAS
JUST ARRIVED.
Has a Well Developed Case
of This Most Terrible
Disease.
1••••••••••••ismiale
(Special to New Era)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 4.—In
Louisville's most densely populated
district, near the intersection of
First and Market streets, there is a
leper. A Russian Jew arrived in this
city recently, who has brought with
him the most dreaded scourge of the
orient—Asiatic leprosy.
When it was learned today that a
case of leprosy had been found down
town the physician who had the case
in charge was set n and, though ad-
mitting that microscopic examina-
tion had revealed beyond question
the presence of the lepric germ, he
refused to give the mimeo( the leper.
The physic's,' who diagnosed the
case as leprosy is Dr. G. C. Hall, a
pathological specialist and a member
of the faculty of the Hospital College
of Medicine. For some time the pa-
tient had been suffering from a tu-
mor and a diseased condition of the
skin. ft was thought that the un-
healthy condition of the skin VMS
due to the tumor, but as the cuticule
took on an ashy and morbid appear-
ance it was feared that the dieease
was of a serious nature. Pieces of
loose &eh were taken from the sur-
face of the Russian's body, who, be-
ing unable to speak a word of Eng-
lish, was at a loss to understand the
purpose or the result of the examina-
tion, and when a minute particle of
the cuticule was placed under the
microscope the presence of thousands
of the well known leprosy germs was
discovered. Pieces of the infected
flesh were taken to the clinic and
exhibited to the students as products
of the disease that has for thousands
of years been viewed with the very
greatest horror and awe.
The victim is kept in his room and
carefully guarded day and night to
prevent any stranger by chance ap-
proaching him. Dr. M. K. Allen,
the city health officer, has not been
informed of the ease and every effort
is being made to keep it quiet.
 •41111, 41111.—
Sues For $200 Damages.
John Feland as attorney for E. L.
Bradshaw, has filed suit in the quar-
terly court against C. C. Bickers for
$200 damages. In the petition it is
alleged that last November the de-
fendant assaulted and abused the
plaintiff, injuring him to the amount
prayed for.
With Forbes' Company.
Wharton Crabb has resigned his
position with the L. & N. railroad
and accepted one with the Forbes'
Manufacturing company. He will
collect for the company and do office
work.
..•.
A Bankrupt.
A. C. Harris, alarms; of near Can-
ton, Trige,„.county, has tiled a petition
in bankruptcy. His liabilities are
$12,600, and his assets about $2,000.
Fine Piano Used.
Marager McPherson had a hand-
some Grand piano moved to the tab-
ernacle today to be used tonight in
the entertainment given by the Lov-
ett's Boston Stars.
^
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NATURAL CURIOSITIES AND
HISTORIC RUINS IN KENTUCKY.
Pilot RocK and the North Christian Natural Bridge Are Among the
 States' Most In-
teresting FreaKs of Nature.--Wonders of All Kinds.
**++++++++++44-+-+-+4444444*++++++++
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For natural curiosithet and his-
toric ruins Kentucky ranks higher
than any other state hi the country.
Resides Mammoth Ceve, which is
one of the greatest natural wonders
of the world, we may find other
places in the state almost as inter-
esting.
• In Ureelinp county there is one of
the largest and most beautiful forti-
fications to be found in the country.
, This place embraces about ten acres
of ground and has four enteances,
north, west, south end east. There
are two wings, oue at the north and
one at the south entrance. The
wing at the north *entrance extends
three-quarters of a mile to the Ohio
river. The wing on the south ex-
tends one-half a mile to a tributary
of the Ohio.
The walls of the fortification are
constructed of earth, ten feet high,
tairty feet broad at the bottom and
twelve feet broad at the top, while
the entrances are twelve feet wide.
The ground within is level and cov-
eted with flue trees of the Itargest
clads. The walls are also covered
with trees which gives it the appear-
&Dee of the "Enchanted Castle.'
When this fort was constructed
and by whom, will, perhaps‘always
remain a mystery, for it was made,
no doubt, a hundred years before any
white man ever trod on Kentucky
sell.
In HatICOCK county about three-
fourths of a mile from the Ohio river
and,about four miles from Hawes-
ville, is a natural fortification. This
is a circular table of land, surround-
44 on all sides by a cliff from fifty
ta one hundred feet high, which is
impossible of ascent except in one
place.
Near this fort is a burial place, or
bound, while the ground,some years
ago, was covered with bones of hu-
man beings. About one hundred'
wills from this place a spring issues
11001 large rook, which discharges
• bituminous matter which smells
ilk. common tar.
In the west end of Alien county
are the remains of an 
ancient fort
which belonged to a peoplo unknown
'and presents one of the strongest
military positions in the world.
Drake's creek makes a horseshoe
bend here, for the distance of over a
mile, and returns within thirty feet
of whete it begins. The partition
which divides the channel of the
creek, at this point, is of solid lime-
stone and about thirty feet thick at
the base. It is about two hundred
yards in length, forty feet high and
six feet wide at the top,which is lev-
el and covered wan small cedar
trees.
The area of the bend embraces
about two hundred acres of land.The
surface is level and contains tne an-
cient fort, which forms a square of
about three acres, This is surround-
ed by a wall and a ditch.
All access to the bend from the op-
posite bank is intercepted by tall
cliffs, and the fort can only be reach-
ed by taking the narrow causway.
About twelve miles west of Bur-
lington is a peculiar chasm, in a hill
which forms a zigzag avenue through
it. The north side of the CB&BID is a
perpendicular wall of rock, composed
of pebbles, and is about eighty feet
high.
Big Bone Lick is in this county,
and near this place. The lick is in a
valley, which comprises about one
hundred acres. The valley is sur-
rounded by irregular hills, the high-
est being on the west and reaching
an attitude of about five hundred
feet.
In the year 1773 James Douglas, of
Virginia, visited this place and
found, upon the surface of the
ground, bones of a mastodon. The
taut of the bones were removed about
one hundred years ago. The bones of
some of the animals were extremely
large, the teeth weighing 10 pounds,
while some of the tusks were eleven
feet long and seven inches in diame-
ter. The ribs were equally as long
and about four inches broad. Mr.
Douglas used the ribs for tent poles.
About four miles from Carrollton,
on the Muddy Fork of White Run,
there was the form of a human being
NOT IN UNIFORM.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 3.—The
court of inquiry yesterday recalled
the officers of the First Kentucky
regiment who appeared before It on
Wednesday night, the purpose being
to inquire how the proceedings of the
eonrt became public. The officers
failed to appear in their uniforms,
aid all those summoned who pos-
sessed them were sent home to put
them on. It is expected that court-
inertial will be recommended for sev-
eral of the local militia captains.
Agonizing Burns
Are instantly relieved and perfectly
healed by Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
C Riverbark, Jr., of Norfolk, Va.,
writes:"E burnt my knee dreadfully;
that it blistered all over. Bucklin's
Arnica Salve stopped the pain and
healed it without a scar." Also
heals all wounds and cores. 25c at
L. L. Elgin's and Ray & Fowler's,
Hopkineville, Ky.
Bly's Liquid Cream Bairn is
an old friend in a new form. It is
prepared f,,r the particular benefit of
sufferers from nasal catarrh who are
used to an atomizer in spraying the
diseased inembraties. Alt the healing
and soothing properties of Cream
Bairn are contained in the new prep-
aration. It does not dry up the secre-
tions. Price, including spraying tube,
76 cents. At your druggiks or Ely
Brothers, 66 Warren street, New
York, will mail it.
Redid Dyspepsia Cure
agents what .you eat.
• 
DeWitt's VAT Salve
For Wiles, Duras. Serf I.
•Blitildiarsee.
Beare the
Signature
of
more to the duties of that office than
she has to politics. Miss McDaniel
has made one of the best superinten-
dents in the state.--Madisonville
Graphic.
Deserved Popularity.
To cure constipation and liver trou-
bles by gently moving the bowels
and acting as a tonic to the liver,
take Little Early Risers. These fa-
mous little pills are mild, pleasant
and harmless, hut effective and sure.
Their universal use for many years
is a strong guarantee of their popu-
larity and usefulness. Sold by R. C.
Hard wick.
Are You Restless at Night
And harassed by a bad cough? Use
Ballard's Horehound Syrup, it will
secure you sound sleep and effect a
prompt and radical cure. 25c, 50c,and
$1.00. Sold by Ray 414 Fowler and L.
L. Elgin.
co is. A Ir. CS FL A.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
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Gish 4c urarner's Wild Goose Lini-
ment cures rheumatism and neural-
gia. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all
druggists. deodwtf
Republican Disgrace.
The Republican convention which
met In llopkineville last Saturday
to nominate county candidates to be
voted for at the next November elec-
tion disgraced itself by refusing to
nominate Miss Katie McDaniel as
county superintendent of schools.
Miss McDaniel has the misfortune
to be a woman and without a vote
sitting on a limestone rock in the
middle of the stream. Near by was
the form of another, about six feet in
length, lying on his back. Thirty
years ago these petrified remains
were well preserved.
i In Christian county a few miles
, from Hopk insvi:le is the Pilot Rock.
The summit is level and covers about
half an acre of gle tend, on which
small trees and shrubbery grow. Its
most elevated summit can be easily
reached, and a tine view of, the sur-
rounding country is presented.
About twenty miles from Hopkins-
ville is a natural bridge, not so large
as Natural Bridge of Virginia, but
just as interesting. It is thirty feet
high and crosses a deep ravine. It
has a magaifteent arch and a span of
sixty feet and a width of about live
feet, wt.ile the surface is level.
On the top of Poplar mountain, in
Clinton county, and about four miles
from Albany, are several chalybeate
springs. On a clear morning the
stream may be traced with the eye
from the top of the mountain for
many miles. A splendid view of the
country Is gained from the top of this
mountain.
Rock House in Cumberland county
l is another natural cariosity. It is avery lofty arch of solid rock and
about forty feet high and sixty In
width, with a tall cliff overhanging
it.
In high stages of water a portion of
the Cumberland river rushes through
the opening with great force and
rushes through a channel iron' into
the rock. It pours into the river
again about half a mile below. In
oidinary stages of water Rock House
is perfectly dry.
In Edmondson county, on Dismal
creek, is a perpendicelar rock one
hundred and sixty-three feet high,
called Dismal Rock.
Just below Greensburg the cliffs of
Green river are very high. In the
valley three fine springs break out
within a few yards of each other.
Their waters unite and flow about
sixty feet to a projecting cliff, over
which it flows, sending out a spray
like a shower of rain. Tills place is
called the Drip, and was a great
bathing resort many years ago.
Near Munfordville in the level
barrens is a hole in the earth of a
funnel shape. It is about seventy
feet in diameter at the top, but grad-
ually decreases to about twelve feet,
and is supposed to be bottomless.
Visitors have thrown hundrods of
cartloads of rock into it, but the bot-
tom seems not to have been reached.
Many attempts have been made to
find the bottom with the aid of ropes,
but to no avail.
Among some of the remarkable
places in Owen county, is a perpen-
dicular precipice, on the Kentucky
river, called the Jump Off. This
place Is over one hundred feet high
with a hollow through its center
large enough for a wagon road.
In Rockcastle county, near Mt.
ernon, is Big Cave. This extends
brough a epur of the mountain and
about six hundred yards in length.
he arch is from ten to twenty feet
igh. On either side of the pass are
1 fty rooms, some of them covering
n acre. There is also a stream of
ater flowing through the cave, but
does not interfere with the pose,
which is perfectly level and straight.
In olden times oxen were taught to
go from one side to the other in per-
fect darkness and without a driver.
In Whitley county, about fourteen
miles from Williamsberg are the
Cumberland falls. The river is pre-
cipitated over a -2erpendtenlsr faliof
about seventy feet, and the roar of
the falling water may be heard for
many miles. There is an arched
cave behind the sheet -if water, thus
making a pass. A person may walk
almost across the river behind this
shoot of roaring water. The scenery
around the place is grand and ro-
mantic.
It would take volumes to tell of
the beautiful scenery and the won-
derful curiosities of our proud and
grand old state. —G. R. W.
In the Louisville Times.
NATURE TELLS YOU.
As Many a Hopkinsville Reader
Knows Too Well.
When the kidneys are sick,
Nature tells you all about it.
The *trine is nature's calendar.
Infrequent or too frequent action;
Any urinary trouble tells of kidney
ills.
and also as an officer she has looked Doan's Kidney Pills cure all kid-
ney ills.
Hopkinsville people testify to this.
James A. Twytnan, brick mason
of 1260 South Virginia street, says:
"Disorders nef the kidneys brought
on in my case so sharpand continued
a succession of pains and aches
vidiug food the 70,000 school child-throughout my back that I could not
rest comfortably at night and arose ren in New York whom Robert Hun-
in the morning lame and sore. I ter, sociologist, declares daily go to
Poisons In Food
Perhaps you don't realize that
many pain poisons originate in the
food, but some day you may feel a
twinge of dyspepsia that will con-
vince you. Dr. King's New Life
Pills are guaranteed to cure all sick-
ness due to poisons of undigested
food—or money back. 26c at L. L.
Elgin's and Ray & Fowlers drug
stores. Try them.
was tired and worn out from morel-
ing to night. The kidney secretions
were irregular, high-colored and
scalding and deposited a heavy sedi-
ment if allowed to stand. I had no
energy left and felt generally run
down. I was feeling worse than
usual when my attention was at-
tracted by an advertisement of
Doan's Kidney Pills and I got a box
at L. A. Johnson's drug store and
began using them. In a few days I
noticed that the secretions had as-
sumed a natural appearances and the
pain and aching had been greatly
relieved and by the time I had com-
pleted the box thtfl-e was a wonder-
fuml change in my condition. I am
glad to state that I am practically
cured and Doisn'e Kidney Pills will
be my friend for life."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
lc) A. ES •X' Ca rt. X A..
Bears the The hind You Have Always Bought
13;goahare Atte
°Mr Early Risers FOLEY3II0WanTARThe fatuous little gtops thip cough uo.d heals Usage
FOR HUNGRY PUPILS
(Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, Feb. 4.—Countnand-
er Eva Booth, of the Salvation
Army, is interesting herself in pro-
the schoolroom hungry.
In a letter addressed to City Supt.
Maxwell she announces that the Sal-
vation Army is willing to establhai
stations in the poorer sections where
actnally hungry children may se-
cure proper food. Supt. Maxwell
has expressed accord with the move
and will refer the matter to the
Board of Superintendents.
— -
That Tickling In the Throat.
One minute after taking One Minute
Cough Cure that tickling in the
throat is gone. It acts ire the throat
—not the stomach. Harmless—good
for children. A. L. Spofford, post-
master at Chester, Mich., ssys: Our
little girl was unconscious from
strangulation during a sudden and
terrible attack of croup. Three doses
of One Minute Cough Cure half an
hour apart speedily cured her. I can
not praise One Minute Cough Cure
too much for what it has done in our
faintly." It always gives relief.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
9trz. Early -Risers
Tbs laineue little pile.
"st
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The Hind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
In use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
44171----- 
and has been made under his per-
sonal sepervision since its infancy.
• 1444 Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and •5 Just-as-good " are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health or
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
What is CifkSTORIA
Castorla is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare-
gorie, Drops and Soothing S‘rups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Mo hino nor other Nareotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It Cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.
CENUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bo
In Use For Over 30 Years.
ClnI1'AY11 tsoupstssev. 07 lipest+tr erweer. Nan ease en%
TO BE OF VALUE MUST BE USEFUL.
A business education can be used every day and is therefore thebest education obtainable. Hundreds of graduates in permanent
positions owe their success to a course, in
-4-e040 LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE.
We teach thoroughly and practically, BoA-keeping, Penmanship! Business
Arithmetic, Spelling, Commercial Law, Cgrrespondence, Banking, Shorthand,
!. pe writing, and Actual Business practice. Large Patronage- -Cheap Boa rd.
'..easonable Tuition. Write for eine-ague. Addrees
LOCKYEAR'S BUSINESS COLLEGE,
EVANSVILLE. IND. 4:4s NOPKINSVILLE. KY.
158,725 Cigars
Of my brand sold in Hopltinsville. KY. • dur-
ing 1904 Chief Seller,
Gold Standard,
FIVE CENT, CIGAR
The leader for 10 years.j
What better proof of Trate Merit.
H. L. Lebkuecher, Maker
••••••
IPURE SEEDS GOOD SEEDS
ALL KINDS OF SEEDS
Come to our Place to Get Them.
Want 
Goods 
If 'You 
ire
Good Wire Stout Wire Barbed Wire
Woven Wire Poultry Wire
Now is the time to buy it We carry all kinds of
Hardware, Paints, Oils, Varnishes. etc. Try us and
be convinced of the fact that this is the place to buy.
Planters Haildware Co.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
oRivis! WHITE'S CREAM-VERMIFUCE
FOf 20 Years Has LeThiiiiiione Remedies. itkr,i:
•IN OLT) Weir .04 X404 X141.11.13'4 3.43,2 SST..
Prepared by--.-^weiN jrtte.tz„.BALLARD, St. Louis.
Sold by Ray UM FoWlar and I.. L. Elgin
10.41 uantIty. — Bost in qua
CAMPAIGN ON SIN.
WILL BE INAUCURATED
IN LOUISVILLE.
Creat Religious Revival Will
Begin There Next
Sunday.
A campaign against the forces of
Satan will begin in Louisville Sun-
day, February 12, and be continued
two weeks. Seventeen meetings in
'various parts of the three Falls Cit-
ies will be held every evening, and
at least twenty evangelists will be
engaged in the work of soul-winning.
Nearly all of them will be accompa
flied by their singers, and the reviv
al will thus be In the hands of ex-
perts, trained in persuading the un-
converted.
Twenty denominations and 130
'churches will be Involved. It is the
expectation that 10,000 souls will be
won to salvation. In the revival re-
cently completed in Denver 13,0oe
persona were received into the vari-
ous churches. The population of
Denver is 133,000.
At the head of the small army of
evangelists will be the Rev. Dr. Jo-
seph P. Calhoun, of Pittsburg. With
him will bean array of successful re-
vival workers, and co-operating with
them will be a large body of local
Protestant clergy.
Louisville, New Albany and Jeffer
sonville have been divided into dis-
tricts, and each district is being care-
fully cenvassed, so that statistics
will be furnished to the executive
committee at its headquarters in the
Y. M. C. A. building, Fourth avenue
and Broadway, by which the exact
religious statue of an Louisville
family may be ascertained.
A host of personal workers will at-
tend the meetings to talk with the
unconverted. They have been drawn
from the congregations engaged in
the revival and from the theological
seminaries in Louisville.
Committees have been appointed
for the various departments of the
work. At the head of them all is Dr
Calhoun, the commander-in-chief of
the campaign. The Rev. Dr. W. W.
Hamilton, of McFerran Memorial
Baptist church, who first issued the
call for the meeting in Louisville, is
chairman of the executive commit-
tee, and may be called Dr. Calnoun's
chief-of-staff. The Rev. Dr. A. H.
Jolly, of Pittsburg, who has been
here two weeks as organizer, and
whoa* services have been valuable
on account of his work under Dr.
Calhoun in the successful Pittsburg
revival, will leave on the eve of the
campaign, it being impossible forhim to remain away from his con-gregation longer than that time.
W T Cooper
41 COMPANY
Wholesale and Retail Grocers
SUITS F011 DAMAGES AN ECHO
OF RECENT SMALLPDX SCARE.
THREE BROUCHT IN THE!
COUNTY COURT. MR. THOMPSON
TWO HAVE BEEN TRIED. DIES SUDDENLY
City Won First and the Jury
Found For Plaintiff
In Second.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Three quite unusual suits to test
the authority of the board of health
in the recent smallpox scare are now
occupying the attention of the coun-
ty court.
Saturday the suit of W. J. Powell
against the city board of health for
$40 was heard and the Jury returned
a verdict in favor of the defendant,
The plaintiff sued for $40 which he
claimed he lost while quarantined
on account of two casee of smallpox
being under the same roof. The suit
of T. J. Guthrie was heard this morn-
ing and a verdict returned in favor
of the plaiatiff for $38. The city will
take an appeal.
The other suit is that of W. B.
Guthrie. All the suits were filed cu
the same grounds, that the plaintiffs
may recover from the city the
amount lost to them in salary and
other causes while they were quar-
antined.
Feed the Quail.
....
(Communicated)
Every farmer should feed the par-
tridges on his farm while the snow
is on the ground. Two weeks is as
long a seige of hunger as these birds
can stand. Snow has already been
on the ground one week and there is
prospect of staying there sometime.
Clean off a little space in a field
where no stock are running, put out
a quart to a peck of screening from
wheat each day. It will save yoyr
partridges from starvation.
AMERICAN PEOPLE
A proclamation addressed to the
"American people" Is promulgat-
ed from the various state capitals
under the auspices of the National
Grange, Patrons of Husbandry and
various national labor and agricul-
tural organizations, declaring that
Washington's birthday be observed
as "Farm, Home and Factory Day."
It advises that upon this day the
people concentrate their thoughts up
on the conditions for the betterment
of the home, farm and factory. The
proclamation recites a number of
reforms as the object of the mcve-
went, among them being govern-
ment authority over ralroadc "suffi-
cient to abolish unjust rates and dis-
crimination"; a parcel post permit-ting packages up to eleven pound
weight and a post check currency
system. 
n
The proclamation urges every oneto communicate with nis congress-
man in Washington in behalf of
these measures. It is signed by Gov
Brooks, of Wyoming; Gov, Herrick,
of Ohio; Gov. Elrod, of South Doko-
ta, who excludes parcel postage fromhis approval; Auron Jones, master
of the National Grange, and various
officers of labor organizations.
ROYAL ARCANUM
At the last meeting of Hopkins-
villa Council No. 664, Royal Arca-
num, the following officers were in-
stalled:
Bally Waller, R.; W.F. Meacham,
V. R.; E. M. Flack, 0; R. M. Ander-
son, Sect.; J. P. Braden, Col.; G. C.
Long, Tr.; E. J. Duncan, Ch'p.; H.
M. Harrison, W.; BaileyRusaell, G.;
B. S.,Lander,
AT HOT SPRINGS.
A WEALTHY AND PROMI-
NENT CITIZEN
END WAS UNEXPECTED.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
A telegram received this sfter-
noon from the managenier.t of theWaulCeslia Hotel at Hot Springs,
Ark., announces the death of CharlesA. Thompson.
The despatch states that he died
suddenly at the hotel last night.
The news will come as a shock to
all of his friends.
Mr. Thompson left here last Tues-day for Hot Springs. His daughter,Mrs. Ftank H. Bassett and tier chil-dren are in Florida and his soil-in-law,Mr. Bassett,is in Oklahoma Ci;y.Relatives in Pembroke have been
notified and arrangements for hav-ing the remains sent here will be
comp'eted this afternoon.
Mr. Thompson was a son of itlate G. 0. Thompson, a pioneer busi-
ness man of Hopkinsville, R1111 washimself for years a leading merch-
ant. He retired from active parti-
cipation in business some years ago
s.d devoted himself to private in-terests. He was one of the city's
wealthiest men.
Sr. Thompson was a gentleman ofkeen intellect and bright wit. Hisimpulses were generous and his na-ture genial. He was a charter mem-ber of Hopkinsville lodge No. 645,Benevolent and Protective Order ofElks.
-01 
Personal Notes.
(From Monday's Daily)
J. B. Allensworth, of Paducah, isin the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edgar Hill.of Earliugton,are visiting in the city.Ross W. Davis arrived this morn-ing from Bloomington, Ind , to at-tend the funeral of his father, thelate Leauder R. Davis.
Mr. Warner Thomas, formerly ofthis city, but now of Maysville, Ky.,who has been in the city for the pastseveral days on business, went toHopkinsville last night.—OwensboroInquirer.
Mr. F. M. Byars is sick at his homeon South Main street.
From Wednesday' Daily.
Marvin L. Thornberry, of ()wend-born, is in the city.
E. T. Libby will return to PrInce-ton, Mo., this afternoon.
Miss Hattie Cook, daughter ofJudge Cook, of Murray, spent severaldays here visiting her aunt, Mrs. W.H. Elgin, and other relatives enroute to Chicago, where she will be apupil at the Conservatory of Musicseveral mouthi,-.
James B. Aliensworth returned toPaducah today after a visit to hisfamily.
Mrs, Claude Sisk and guest, Mrs.Quinn Moore, of Birmingham, Ala.,went to Nashville this morning to Isee the "Sleeping Beauty and theBeast."
Miss Maud Kennedy, of Mayfield,has arrived in the city to spend the 'remainder of the winter with heraunt, Miss Lena Kennedy.
W. M. Hancock and T. G. Hiser,of Hopkinsville, spent last night inthe city.-Clarksville Leaf
-Chronicle.
Miss Cornelia DeTreville left thismorning for Nashville for a visit tofriends.
Born this morning to Mr. and MrsJames West, a son.
Coos Up.
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• fact we have bought too many.•If you want something good come
and get it now, at 10 to 20 per
•
:cent discount. 
•
•
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:3AUGHT BY THE GRIP.
RELEASED BY PE-RU-NA
"The world of
medkine recognizes
Grip as epidemic:
catarrh."—
Medical Talk.
-
tel=marrxxxxxxxxxx-roarcraxxxxxxxrcaznar=6:18LA ORIPPE is epidemic catarrh. /t selves as to the efficacy of Peruna inspares no class or nationalty. The cases of in grippe or its after effects.cultured and the ignorant, the aristocratand the pauper, the masses and theclaieses are alike subject to la grippe.None are exempt—all are liable.
Have you the grip? Or, rather, has:lie grip got you? (trip is well named.The original French term, Is grippe,has been shortened by the busy Amen-in to read "grip." Without intendingto do so a new word lieu been coinedthat exactly describes the case. As ifsome hideous g ian I with awful GRIP hadclutched us in Its fatal clasp. Men,wpmen, ch i ldren, whole towns and citiesa7e caught in the baneful grip of a ter-:- tile monster.
The following letters speak for them-
After Effects of La Grippe Eradicatedby Pe-ru-na.
Mrs. Fred Weinberger, Westerlo,Albany County, N. Y., writes:
"Several years ago I had an attack ofla grippe which left my nerves in aprostrated condition. Then I had an-other attack of la grippe which left nieworse. I had tried three good physiciansbut all in vain. I gave reruns a trial.In a short time I war feeling better andnow I am as well as anyone."—Mrs.Fred Weinberger.
Hon. James L GuM of Omaha.Hon. James R. Guilt is one of theoldest and most esteemed men of Omaha,Neb. EL* has done much to make itAsk your druggist for a free Peruna
•
'
whi ills, serving on public boards anu ber of timnee. He endorses Perna,sin the following words:
"I am 68 years old, am hale and hearty.and Peruna has helped me attain it.Two years ago I had la grippe—my lifewas iespalreci of. Peruns saved me."—J. R. Guill.1
A Relative of Abraham lJnzoln.Mr Silas S. Lincoln, who resides atKa LI tit reet, N. W., Washington, D. C.,has the honor of being third cousin toAbraham Lincoln. lie writes:
"I ;had la grippe five times befi)reusing you, medicine. Four years ago Ibegan the use of Peruna, since whichtime I have not be-en troubled with thatdisease. I can now do as mach work atmy desk as I ever could in my life. Ihave gained more than ten pounds inweight."--S. S. Lincoln.
Pe-ru.na Not Only Cured La Grippe butBenefited the Whole System.Mist Alice M. Dressler, 1313 N. BryantAve., Minneapolis, Minn., writes:
"Lattf spring I suffered from is grippeand was partially cured but the badafter effects remained through the sum-mer lied somehow I did not get strongas I was before. One of my collegefriends who was visiting Inc asked meto try Peruna and I did so and foundit all alid more than I had expected. Itnot on y cured me of the catarrh butrestored me to perfeet health, built upthe eniire system and brought a happyfeeling l of buoyancy which I had nutknown for y•cars."—Alice M. Dressler
An Actress' Testimonial.
Miss 'Jean Cowgill, Griswold OperaHouse, roy, N. Y., is the leading ladywith th Aubrey Stock Co. She writesthe foil wing:
"Dur g the past winter of, 1901, isuffer for several weeks from a spvereattack f grippe, which left a seriouscatarrh I condition of the throat andhead.
"Som one suggested Peruna. As alast roe rt, after wasting much Limeand me ey on physicians, I tried theremedy althfully, and in a few weekswas as ell as ever."—Joan Cowgill.
A Southern Judge Cured.Judge lilt,ratio .1. hoes, ilartwell, Ga.,writes:
"Some five or six years ago I had avery severe spell of grippe, which leftme withi systemic catarrh. A friendadvised Sne to try your Peruna which Idid, and Was immediately benefited andcured. Illie third bottle completed thecure."—Ii . J. (loss.
If you o not derive prompt and satis-factory results from the us, of Peruna,write at once to Dr. Minden, giving afull statement of your case and he willbe pleased to give you his valuable ad-vice gratIll.
Address} Dr. Hartman, President ofThe Hartinan Sanitarium, Columbus, O.1
Almanac for 1905.
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1 CIO Horse Covers
•• 
•• Laprobes, Leggins, etc. We have •• 
•the largest and best stock of : the new Capitol, and leaves it to the
• discretion of the Capitol commission
• whether the additional block desiredpiamg Saddles . assembly shall be purchased or not.
1
* by some members of the general
• The senate passed the bill yester-
• 
- • day by a vote aif 24 to 4.
• 
• The legisialiwre will probably ad-
• ever brought to Hopkinsville. In • journ tomorro
CAPITOL WILL BE
BUILT.
House Passes Bill and Coy-
ernor's Signature Makes
It a Law.
(Spline' to New Era.)
FRANKEORT, KY., Feb. 8.—Thehouse of representatives this morn-ing passed the compromise bill
recommendid by the conference
committee.
The vote 4as 63 to 14.
sign time bill arid it will become a
It is now up to Gov. Beckham to
law.
The hill pr vides for the purchase
of the Hunt property as the site for
STRTE111100 BILL.
. P:
 mission as a melee/ate state tu Oslo• 
•
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, Feb. 8 —Alter a
continuous sititing of nearly ninehours the sena4 last evening at 8:46
o'clock passed! the Statehood bill.It provides for Istatehood for Okla-
ithotna and Ind' n Territory as onestate and New Mexico as another
state. Arizonans left out and willappeal to the ne*t congress for ad.
the bill passed by the senate Is con-
curred In, by the, douse. The WUoriginsted ip the home and 
nennoed on wire and wire products. 1. 
, tp oesferiones.
, 
•00f0,4eAs
207 South Main Street:An advance of a dollar a ton is an- , , , , , , 
. . : : ) , • cm s.,,:,.. 
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POSES THE PLOT
TO MURDER JAMES B.
MARCUM
Frerch Told Feltner That
Hargis Wanted the Law-
yer Killed.
(Special to New Era.)
WINCHESTER, KY. Feb.8 —The
Deposition of Mose Feltner. charged
contempt of court in not testi-
in the recent Marcum Hargis
dieser) suit, was taken before a no-
Ow public. The defendant made
tonal statements, among them
Muili he was approached by B. F.
•eh, who stated that the Hare-
siesitmat have J. B. Marcum kild
11116 that Feltner was wanted to cora-
JOIN the murder. Fel tner said he con-
1:111ellted, but later changed his mind.
'AtIsso plans were to shoot Marcum
either from the college building or
7 DWI the courthouse. He said Tom
White refused to fire from the court-
Iloilo because at that time Marcum
bed hie child in his arms. Monday
A. sight Feltner was banded a letter
-
threstaoing him If he should give his
':depesitioa yesterday. He was in-
Ahmed that be would be prosecuted
'ttei Webbing the malls, for killing one
Daiwa Frasier and for other crimes.
The letter was given to the Sheriff,
n1401140 it to Judge Benton, who is
Itekldttilt court at Richmond. The
Ailtoesition of Sam Fields, arrested
4*th* same charge as Feltner, will
taken today.
Pettner's stated that French, offer-
blen $1,000 to leave Winchester
1111Milisit testifying, and arid that if
he did no go he would be hanged
" Ifs the murder of Jesse Fields some
VIII* ago in Breathitt County. Felt-
' Ler lays heu accepted the money,
to CirNinnati and turned it
Ake his brother, Felix Feltner.
• IA* hi (Mole Feltner) was met in
.;".01eolsnati by Mr. French and was
had Seeley where he was, as war-
taste had been issued for him in
*MO counties in Kentucky border-
Mir Ma the Ohio River. French told
tid111, according to Feltner's depoai-
Use,, that his bond had been vacated
F111410111 olds' murder case and that
2,,I$Inicrant would be sent to Cincin-
sedfor him, but that he must not
aegis bask to Kentucky.
- trench gave him more money, and
illfter spending some time in various
Ohio town* and Indianapolis, Felt-
sairsays be concluded to return to
Kentucky and give himself up as a
witness.
Notice.
LK persons holding claims against
the estate of Jesus Means, deceased,
' Will Sic them with ins or Frank
Rives, attorney, properly proven an
ondlog to law on or before the first
day of March, 1906. L. L. Nichols,
• admibistrator. wit
Murder Cases.
The extra session of the Hopkins
wieldy eiraultouurt, which had been
golsg On for four weeks, closed Sat-
urday afternoon, after the civil
was compisly cleared. The
teary term of court began Moe-
Louis Wilbert, who killed Gus
McIntosh, at Maunington, will be
Sated. There are two other murder
Owes on the docket, but it Is doubt-
ful whether they will be tried at this
- term of court.
Mr. Lander's Death.
From Wednesday's Daily)
W. C. Lander, of Princeton, Ky.,
aged seventy-seven years, died at
that place last night. He had been
an invalid for some time. He was a
brother of the late Mrs. Stevenson,
of this city. He had for many years
been a member of the Baptist church.
The interment will take place at
Princeton.
RISE VALUATIONS.
The Christian county board of sn-
goiwksors bays oosbgletalithisie Work.
sof Weed the pimps* valustiOn
smallOAR; .brisi
• .• •
64.1,11
•--711111r.),..
STANLEY DISCUSSES IMPORTANT
MEASURES NOW BEFORE CONNESS
Roosevelt is a New Convert to-Democratic Doctrine.--The
Tobacco BM.
Congressman A. 0. Stanley _has re-
corned to Washington after spend-
ing several days at home on legal
business. To the Henderson Glean-
er he told of some of the important
measures before congress As follows:
TOBACCO BILL.
"Concerning the tobacco business,
the bill that passed the house is in
the hands of the state committee.
All the Democrats and a few Repub-
licans are in sympathy with it. the
committee will so postpone the bill
that it will not pass the session.
While the friends of the movement
are riot in the least deterred by de-
lay, as we every day have more and
more assuranoe that it will be passed.
"The removal of the tax on tobac-
co in the natural leaf is a long way
from satisfying the demands of the
tobacco grower and is but an enter-
ing wedge, the friends of tine move
ment hope ultimately to remove the
tax from stemmed, handpressed and
twist tobacco, and when this is done
it will be immediately productive of
substantial benefit to the tobacco
grower.
"It is estimated by conservative
handlers of tobacco who know, that
very considerable of the tobacco
which is now shipped abroad will
find immediate sale at home if it
were not for this six cent war tax.
If, for instance, we now had free
trade in leaf tobacco and in the twist,
the farmers of Henderson county
ought to be able to dispose of twenty
per cent of the crop to immediate
consumers, which should enable him
to weather the storm and thus pre-
vent the practical confiscation of his
crop by the trust."
RAILROAD RATE BILL
When asked as to the railroad
freieht rate bill Mr. Stanley said:
"The thing immediately occupying
the attention of congress is the pro-
posed enlargement of the powers of
the interstate commerce commission.
"There teageneral impression that
the president of the United States is
the daddy of this new imovement,(so
called) since he has mentioned it in
his last message.
"Nothing could be more erroneous.
When this interstate commerce com-
mission was first brought into exist-
ence by the courage and patriotism
of the Deinocras, it had the powers
and exercised them, and the present
legislation is in effect restoring to
the commission the authority it for-
merly possessed and of which it was
deprived by the peculiar construction
of the law creating it, in other words
to declare reasonable freight rates
and to prohibit unreasonable and eir•
orbitaut charges i'ursuant to this a
long time after its creation, it de-
clared various rates to be Illegal sad
established In lieu thereof just and
equitable olierges tor transportation
of freight from one state to another,
"The authority of the interstate
commerce commission to regulate
freight rates was brought before the
United States supreme court and was
there held that this commission had
a right to declare a rate unreasona-
able, illegal or exhorbitant, when in-
vestigation showed it was too high,
but that they had no authority to fix
any rate in lieu thereof. With the
result if a road charged forty cents a
ton between points in different states,
thle matter was brought before the
commission and they after a long
and expensive investigation came to
the conclusion that a rate was exor-
bitant and unjust, they could so de-
clare it, and had the right so to de-
clare.
"The railroads under this decision
of the supreme court could escape all
the benefits which the people derive
from investigation by this commis-
sion and from their prohibition of a
dishonest and exhorbitant charge, by
simply charging 80 cents and 9 mills
• for the transportation of the next
-toe of freight between those two
Iciliittiklitiketiattiltelio !baba tit
forty cents. In that way they could
truthfully say they were not charg-
ing the piohibited rate, and since
this commission had no right to fix a
rate, the people were deprived of eny
protection whatever from this com-
mission, which was in this way
stripped of all real authority by the
interpretation of the act creating it,
by the supreme court.
"After tne rendition of this decision,
the Democratic party did not ques-
tion the authnrity u; the supreme
court, but declared that if the act
creating this commission was not
broad enough to give it this author-
ity, no time ought to be lost in pass-
ing a bill which would supply the
defect discovered by the astute coun-
sel for the railroads and restore to
the people the real protection which
they had formerly enjoyea from this
commission.
'The Congressional Record shows
that John Sharp Williams, the mi-
nority leader, with his party behind
him almost to a man, for years has
plead with tht Republicans, who for
some reason had a peculiar weakness
for railroads, to restore to the inter-
state commerce commission the be-
neficent powers which it possessed
before it was emasculated by judicial
interpretation.
"So patient, so able and so persuar-
ive has been the eloquence and so in-
vincible the arguments of the Demo-
cratic leaders fighting for years in
this good cause, that at last they
have convioced a Republican Presi-
pent. I only wish I could say the
same for his party.
DOUBTING PRESIDENT.
"The doubting President has cer-
tainly stirred up a hornet's nest
among his own people and the fight
from this on is among the Republi-
cans, who see that the time for some
Legislation has inevitably arrived,
and that they will have to accomp-
lish by cunning what they are no
Longer able to obtain by force, and to
submit to the House 'sonno bill pre-
pared or at least inspired by a Re-
publican railroad lawyer which will
sound as lilt was intended to re-
strict ti e powers of the railroad, but
under the cover of cunning phraseo-
logy will only veil the fatal defects
which they themselves will smil-
ingly expose, when the new act en-
larging the commission is again put
to tire crucial test of judicial inter-
pretation.
"It the purpose of the Democrats
if possible, either to get a bill of
their own, or since that is probably
impossible, to get enough Republi-
cans who are courageous and patri-
otic enough to escape or withstand
the baneful influences of these great
corporation., to support them in an
amendment written in plain, con
oleo and vigorous English, and which
will give us an Interstate Commerce
Commission which oan make decis-
ions regulating interstate commerce,
which will really regulate it, to give
them substance and not the shadow
of authority.
"The Democrats in Congress are
unhesitatingly endorsing anything
that the President says looking to
this end. They all, however, recog-
nize in him not the herald of a new
political doctrine, but a very new
convert to an old time-worn, battle-
scarred Democratic principle, which
not even the voluminous message of
the President can disguise.
"This le our baby and it springs
from Democratic loins, and the
President himself must acknowladge
Its proud ancestry when he proposes
to stand as its god-father before the
people."
.
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KILLED BY CRIIS.
Ed Pendleton, son of J. R. Pendle-
ton, a druggist of Guthrie, was kill-
ed there Monday at 6 o'clock by the
Oars. He was employed by the L.
N. railroad company as assistent car
rersiref.,;. He was twenty peers 01,4
aid indurieried. "
THIRTEEN TO HANC
KENTUCKY MAKES A
STARTLINC RECORD.
Four Others Convicted Se-
cured New Trials—Wait-
ing For Death.
There are thirteen men under the
death sentence in Kentucky. This
is a startling announcement to say
the least. Probably at no time in
the history of the state has there
been thirt?en men at one time await-
lug death on the gallows. It is, per-
haps a record equaled by no other
state. There are four others who
have been given the extreme penal-
ty who have been given new trials
by the court of appeals, among the
number being Caleb Powers, three
times convicted of complicity in the
murder of Governor William Goebel.
In this city four negroee are sen-
tenced to death for the atrocious
Pembroke murder, three were grant-
ed new trials—two by the court of
arpeals, one by the circuit judge and
the fourth, Geo. Holland is to be
hanged on July 6.
In the Jefferson county jail at
Louisville, as stated Tuesday by the
New Era, there are five men under
the death sentence. William Van
Dalsen, convicted of the murder of
his mistress, Fanny Porter, will hang
on February 24. The other prisoners
in the Jefferson county jail under a
sentence of death are George War-
ner, Jacob Bischoff, James Thomas
and Edward Brown. The last two
named are negroes.
In the Fayette county jail at Lex-
ington are John Taylor and James
Garfield Smith, negroes, recently
given the death penalty for the mur-
der of William Moore, a white man,
in a saloon on November 20. Ed.
Taylor NM given the death penalty
at 12:30 o'clock Sunday morning,
after the jury had considered the
case for only three minutes.
Confined in cells at the Covington
jail in Kenton county are two of the
most noted prisoners under the
death sentences—Curt Jett and Tom
White, convicted of the murder of
James Marcum at Jackson. They
were tried in Winchester, Ky., last
summer. They are now asking for
a new trial before the appellate
court.
In the Owensboro jail a negro and
a white man are under death sen-
tences. They are Roy Green, who is
to hang on February 17 for the mur-
der of James Coomes at the fair
grounds in July and Robert Mathley,
convicted of the murder of Emma
Watkins. His case is now before the
appellate court on a motion for a
new trial.
13esIdes the above thirteen men
who are sentenced to Nov there are
a number of murder trials before the
different oourts. It is expected that
before summer several more will be
leen the extreme penalty.
To the °Means of other states,
principally the Northern ones, the
aanounoement that thirteen men are
under sentence to hang in Kentucky
will, doubtless, cause no little sur-
prise. By false reports sent out con-
cerning "reckless bloodshed", and
the non-en-forcement of the law in
murder cases by the Kentucky
courts, people have been led to be-
lieve that no murderer was ever pun-
ished. Three of those sentenced to
be hanged killed women, one in the
Owensboro jail and two in the Louis-
ville jail.
Sick List.
Maj. John Phelps' condition re-
mains unchanged.
Henry M. Frankel is confined to
his home by a severe cold.
Dr. E. R. Cook, who has an attack
of grip, is reported as being better to
day.
John Ferguson has been con-
fined to his home for the last seven
or eight days by a spell of grip.
Great
Clearing Salc
The New Yorlt Store, No. 12 Main St., and
The Farmers' Bargain Store,
No, 124 Sixth St.
Will Surprise the People in Our City and County By
Sacrificing Our, Goods For
30 Days Only!
CLOTHING, DRY GOODS, BOOTS, SWOES,
FURNISHING GOODS, NOTIONS,
MILLINERY, ETC.
365 Men's Suits, worth from $10.00 to $18,00 $5.00 to $8.50.we will sell them now from. 
Five hundred Odd Coats, worth from only $2.15 Each$8.60 to $760, will go for 
t $2751500 Men's Pants, regular price $l 60 to $6.00 65we will sacrifice them from 
 
c o . pair'
150 Overcoats at Half Price. Shoes 35 per cent less than,
actual value. Furnishing Goods at a discount of 25 to 40 per
cent. Dry Goods 25 per cent qt. Millinery 50 per cent off.,
OUR PRICES WILL RUN 2$ PER CENT LESS THAN.
ANY OF THE CUT SALE HELD IN THIS CITY.
We would like for our customers toil:all and look at our goods and =I.prices. I have been in business in Holikineville for fifteen years and dless advertising than any one, but have'sold as much goods as any by or:,lug cost of advertising in daily papers lo our customers and by buyingleedibankrupt stocks at half price, and hava sold same in our town ard in Mad-
r 
premiums 
syou ot,
isonville and Murray, Ky., at HALF PRICE and have increased my tradeby selling goods at Less Than Manufacturer's Cost. Have also interest ot:.
one stock in Bankrupt Store, Cor. 9th and Vir. Ste.
Wewill
tehms
very mech to call and see us. We are eiving away valuable 
Books, Clocks, etc., with each cash purchase from $10 to $36.
H. BOHN, Prop
J. T. Wall 86 CO.
MESSAGE FROM
COUNT TOLSTOI.
Says Russian Troubles! Lie Deeper Than
Wish For Personal Freedom.
$ (Cablegram.
LONDON, Feb. 9.—Count Vladi-
mir Tschertkoff, literary agent of
Count Leo Tolstoi, famous Russian
writer and exponent of social condi-
tions in the czar's domains, has given
out a summary of a pronunciamento
which Tolstoi will shortly issue.
This pronunciamento will deal with
lessons drawn from the present trou-
ble in Russia. The summary fol-
lows:
1. All governments, whether inon•
amble!, constitutional of republican,
are nothing more than organized in-
stitutions which, being Immune from
punishment, have the power to pun-
ish others, to plunder and rob.
2. Neither the Russian working-
Mrs. R. F. Ferguson is oonvales- men nor the intellectuals are true
cent after a severe and prolonged at- exponents of the people's real needs.
tea oFinfisimmatory rheumatism. 8. Those elementary measures
11. LPolIllh 0! itleb, is 't, in , which they demand from the gossip.
grip. ' MOM, likaetratild011i el•perammoilib
sod conscience, although essential
ccinditions for a life of culture, do not
touch the central problem, which is
the natiorialization and communism
of land. From neither the working
men nor intellectuals of Russia or
other countries do we hear the cry-
in t needs of the people.
4. There exists in other countries a
so-called free and independent press,
bit its freedom is only apparent; for
this whole press Is controlled by
whalthy persons, who admit no mi-1
viincement of the people. We have
only to observe the fate of Henry
George's nationalization scheme to
see tne truth of this.
6. The only possibility of a change
ofl the general policy lies in perfect-
ing the individual, morally and re-
1 lonely.
hen there is a real respect for
re, lack .of gssitleseek hatred
brine tom all disappears.
•
a.
ninny followers in her
=-•-,"="
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!-IE :NEW ERA
:—PUBLISHISD BY—
New Era Printing & Publish' g Co
OFFICE:-New Bra Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Ilopkinle, Ky.
*1.00 A YEAR.
allestved at the poem:314e in Roblin:ovule
oat ssoond-elass mail matter
Friday, Feb 10, 1905
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CLU$SUIS RATES: -
Ifni, W11131MT 6111w IAA and the fonowtias
•
one year:
Week Condor-Journal  111110
Weakly Pt. Louis Republic  110
Getty Globe-Demoorat  115
fillacinami Inquirer. . .. .. i so
rolit Noah vine .kmertoeu 
Wile Commennal  
1110 I
1% '
•Okly NfrIF York World  I 16
Louisville Poet   COO
bad Warm  116
gfifizatig kiseastn•—rkulton   15
eekly Asia nta Constltution  I 111
W'Mekly New York Tribune  136
Rittrierlikt Nm:ew York Tribune ...  INo
Journal. new
subserib-rs only. . III
licVpse„lubblug rates with any ma=r published In the Deltoid
coca r iitKICTOttL
0180171Y 00tM5 -First Monday in June
sea fourthMon my in February and Sep-
• 
mbar.
, April. July and October.
%INC.:LT 001111T—Iliecand Mondays
liessoan Come-First Tuesday in April
rev..3•Meber. ,Omer -tint Monday in every
month.
0. •
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ADVERTISING RATES:-
men, aro insertion 3 II.
task, one mouth  Sae
talk, three moaanit   1108
theta. Mx mouses. .  SOO
Inch one year   I.
Addittonni rates may be had by soollea-
at the °Moe.
ens adviortulag must be paid Sorts
tor yearly advertisement' will be
quarterly.
advertisements Inserted without spee-
Mum win be charged for until ordered
tad Marriages and Dsatbi.
&rid and nodose 01Hoes. vette.
mama, Resolutions of Sopa*
aileMee similar notices. fire mete per line
•;`.. A Philadelphia parson says: "I
refer hell to politics." It's all about
ttisi dime thing in Philadel;hia.
•• ,,,• The United States court in Cleve-
Allied has decided that the American
• , • •
VrIfe of a foreigner does not have to
ifpay Ids debts.
• 4i.
president has been presented
i• i*S14 a Sioux war bonneL Congress
tree hatter do some ado stopping. '
District Attorneg Jerome propane
hp prepare a chart that will show the
)16eiigicia of in. gambling belle of
York. The proprietors will no
• ilkotibt appreciate this aid to their
holiness.
When Benjamin Franklin consid-
ered publishing a paper in Philadel-
phia his best friends advised against
It on the ground that there was al-
ready a newspaper in Boston.
A state assoolation ha* been forin•
ed in Illinois for the wpmse of
rheekiug the spread of tuberculosis.
Of all eo-superative undertnklbga of
city and state there is surely It011e
more worthy than this, and it is to
WILL
IT SURE
.ME?
That's the personal question a woman
asks herself when stie reads of the cures
of womanly diseases by the use of Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
Why shouldn't it cure her?
Is It • complicated case? Thousands
of such cages have been cured hy "Fa-
vorite Prescription." Is it a condition
which local doctors have declared in-
curable? Among the hundreds of thou-
sands of sick women cured by the use of
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription there
are a great many who were pronounced
Incurable by local doctors. Wonders
have been worked by "Favorite Pre-
scription" in the cure of irregularity,
weakening drains, Inflammation, ulcera-
tion and female weakness. It always
helps. It almost always cures.
"I commenced taking your medicine. 'Fa-
vorite Prescription,' nearly a year ago for
chronic inflammation of womb, and can truly
say it is the only thing that ever did me any
good," writes hire L. C. Wagner, of 125 Edwin
reek Toronto, Ontario. Canada. "I could
not walk any distance before using it. After
bottles 
=on' I find I can walk without difficulty
sixes of your 'Favorite Pre,
am greatly benefited lu general health.
ould advise all suffering women to use Dr.
'a Medicine."
11WdO tle161:ree AIL, first p the tritnalp Ln overuft. 40 years ago. y old Dr. It. V.
Metre. They've been much
isketed but mover aqWed. Smallest, easi-
est to take and best. They're tiny, sugar-
Watt disturbance or trouble. oonstipa-anti-bilious granules, a compound ofsad emeattrated vegetable extract..
tlein. indigestion, bilious attacks. sick andMoss bissdsc.hee, and all derangements oftinny.% stomach. and bowels are prevented.
Filit inlidcaond natural action11,1 t7ilmdlittlagently lead the system into natural
wars amila Their Influence lasts.
- — —
With the passing of the old super-
stition that consumption was a here-
ditary disease attacking only those
whose parents lor immediate rela-
tives had been victims of it, and the
establishment of the conviction that
it is a communicable disease, and
that the child of a consumptive is no
more liable to it than any other per-
son of like constitution, similarly ex-
posed, the prevention and, cure of tu-
berculosis has beeti tho subject of
more scientific investigation than
any other malady that afflicts the
human being.
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON VI, FIRST QUARTER, INTER-
NATIONAL SERIES, FEB. 5.
Test Of the Lennon, .1.,11. I. -1.1.
Memory % erwea, 13, e n Test,
Rev. :all, IT — Coil, me rat sirs Pre-
pared by Rev. D. b Stearns.
[(opyright, NM, by American Press Association.)
The scene of today's lesson is Sama-
ria. and the center is Jacob's well on a
piece of ground which Jacob bought of
shechem, son of Humor, which after-
ward became the inheritance of Jo-
seph, where also the body of Joseph
was buried (Josh. XXIV, 32; Gen. xxxili,
101. We are always taught in connec-
tion with this town to think of Ja-
colo's well, but I was recently remind-
ed by a missionary home on furlough
that there must be some reason for
mentioning the parcel of ground be-
longing to Joseph. Two thoughts are
suggested: Joseph - was a fruitful
bough by a well whose branches ma
over the wall, and here Is the true Jo-
seph reaching over the Jewish wall to
the Samarit elle and bearing much
fruit (Geu. xlix. 22-241.
The topic in last week's lesson was
the necessity of the new birth and the
searching truth that even the most re-
ilgious must be born again. Here we
hate the blessed assuranc& that the
greatest sinner may be horn again and
greatly used to win others to Christ
The heart of the lesson is the Lord
Jesus Himself alit! Ilia seven sayings to
the woman in verses 7, 10, 13-14, 16, 17-
18. 21-24, 26. Weary and thirsty, we
see in Him one who can truly sympa-
thize with us, touched with a feeling
of our infirmities, tempted In all points
like as we are, yet without sin (Helm.
Iv, 15). According to John's method of
counting time, it was either 6 a. m. or
p. in. when Jesus rested by the well.
Compare chapter xix, 14. Ills first re-
quest of the woman, "Give nue to
drink," reminds as of one of His seven
words from the cross, "I thirst" (xix,
281. He was literally ,weary, hungry
and thirsty as He sat thus by time well.
yet Ile was refreshed without actual
food or drink (verses 32, 34).
His chief linuger and thirst was and
is for the souls of sinners. Have you
refreshed him, and are you doing it
dully by winning others? his second
wprd to the woman (verse 20) takes us
back to Gen. I, 6. 7, waters above and
waters below; also to Jer. II, 13, the
fountain and the broken cisterns, and
onward to ltev. xxl, 6; xxii, 17, the wa-
ter of life freely given. lea. iv, 1: Back.
xlvil, 9. might also be considered with
much prolit.
Thus only can we become wells of
water springing imp. in last lesson we
eliar the water to be the word, and the
only way to receive Christ. who is
Himself ,the living bread and the
lug water, is by believing His word,
which is both epirit and life (chapter
vi. 631. In the majority of believers
the water In I heir well Is very low,
and it is difficult to obtain any from
them beeause they do not let the word
of Christ dwell in them richly accord-
ing to Col: ill, 16. In our Lord's fourth
and fifth words (verses 4-11) lie laid
bare to the woman her inner ainful
life. for only those who realize that
they are sinners; and nothing but sin-
ners before tkod een appreciate it Sav-
iour. lie came not to call the right-
eous, hut sinm•rs, and we must see
ourselves as helpless as the bitten is.
before we will care to look be-
lievingly upon Ilium who was made sin
for us. Being convicted of sin, she did
as so many do-tried to escape by say-
ing, "I do not heloug to your church;
you worship In .h•rusaletn, but .we in
litre free. N. J. CHENEY & CO., this mountain." She did uot sny that
Toted., 0. she worshiNsi or professed to wor-
S old by druggists, 75,•. ship. hut spoke of her people. "our fa-
Tske Hall's F.imily Pills for con- thvy$:
stipatithe 
.
In Ills sixth word verses 21-24) Ile
turns her to God the Father as seek-
ing not Mimes. but hearts. of people /Ind
siincerity, for while tutu ft looketh on the
tile beef true!. but the organization of outward uppearance the Lord looketh
be hoped that Illinois may OD the heart. anti 'ill` is DOI ft JCS'nave a fruit trust it) Baltimore reduces the
undertaking. whelm IS 01IP outwardly. neither Is that
 
mann. eircunn•leicon which is outward in the
flesh. but he is a Jen which is one In
wartily. and eireuruoision Is that of the
heart. lit the spirit. not in the letter,
whose pra ism. Is not or men, but of
WITHOUT A
RITAL
OR A PEER
IN THE CURE
OF DISEASE
Life P.alt
stands peerless
and alone as
the sovereign
remedy for the speedy. and perma-
nent cure of Rheumatism, Catarrh
and all diseases of the blood.
Mies Mary &tummy. Uhriehsvlile, 0.,
ea ,.ys•
I bad rheumatism. very painful, limb.
god Mast so badly swollen that l could not
wear my shoea. Tried various remedies
but 'mud get no relief until I was In-
dueled to try Lire Plant When I bad
taken one bout. the •welliug and pain
were all gone and have not rsturucL I
;feel decidedly better e, ery way. I...4000g
may too much for m.Ile Haut
KO CURE NO PAY is out guaran-
tee. It is the most certain cure for
diseases of the bioe.i on the market.
If you feel bailie why not take a
bottle, just the thitt.„: to Lune up the
system.
etaasifactured by
THE LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON. OHIO.
Deafness Cannot Be: Cured
by loon) applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only ens way to cure deaf-
ness and that it by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the tinucous
lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is inflamed you hays
a rambling sound or imperfect hear-
ing, and when It is entirely closed,
deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation ca.1 be taken out and
this tube retitored to its normal con-
dition, bearing will be destroyed for-
ever; nine cases out of ten are caused
by catarrh, which is nothing but an
inflamed condition of the mucous
surfaces.
We will give, 'ma tpiti red dollars
for any ease of deafness caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cu re. Senn for eircu-
Vegetarianism has prospered under
Health
Means the ability to do it good day's
work, without undue fatigue mind to
And life worth living. You cannot
have indigestion er constipation .
without its tn:Fietting the llver and
polluting time hlood. Suelm a condi-
tom may be beet and quickest ob-
tained ty Herhina, the Most liver reg-
ulator that time world has ever known.
Mrs. D. W Smith writes,April 3,1902:
"I use Herblue, and find it the best
medicine for constipation and remzu-
lotting the liver I ever used." l'rice
60 cen tam at Ray & Frowlke's find L. L.
Elgin's.
Nikola 'reale again promisee th:•.t
we chili soon cotninuni('ate with
Mars. Nikola is a proration), young
luati.
The Sunshine of Spring.
The salve that cures without a scar is
DeWitt's Witch Haz31 Salve. Cuts,
burns, boils, bruises and Piles disap-
pear before time use of this calve as
snow before MI sunshirme of spring.
Miss H. H. Middleton, Thebes, Ili.,
says: "1 wasserionsly afflicted with
a fever sore that was very painful.
DeWitt'e Witch Hazel Salve cured
me in lemma than a week." Get the
genuine. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
FoulimionirANDTAR
Mesa the eansfla and beide loads
15•1111Ht's W.Sabo
 I For Mien, Dunes. Serest.
idelesindilishe
t 1 he • Is n many a chnrch4111)(1.:(3! 
Sn to. 
xj-i. 71 Born* II' 28' 29).
which passes before :nen AS worship,
lout which in the sight of God is only
a mockery HIM mn abomination and of
xvhich He mays. "Vain oblations. • * •
feasts my soul imatetlej (Ise. 1, 13, 14.)
The Father is seeking for those who in
prayer and primise and naetlitation hold
heart communion with 111n1, that He
may reveal Himself to such and show
II luutu'u'If etreng mem their behalf 01
Uhron. xvi, th.
The woman's reference to Messiah,
the Christ (see chapter I, 41.), draws
forth Ills lost word, "I that speak Unto
thee am Ile" (verge 261. The work is
done, her eyes behold lien Savloer, her
lienrt receives Him. her errand is for-
gotten, the waterpot Is left by the well,
she even seems to forget that she is a
woman, mind, hastening hack to the
city, she earnestly proclaims that she
has seen the Christ. Her heart is oc-
cupied with Him: she forgets herself,
nnd great are the results. Many be-
lieved on Him because of her testimo-
ny, they constrained Him to abide
with them two days, and many more
believed because of His own word
(verses 39-421.
Let all women consider this woman,
and also that the first messenger after
Ills resurrection was Mary Magdalene,
and let no one hositnte to witness for
Him because of whitt men tummy say.
Let nil consider that the disciples haul
Jaen been in that city, but, as.far as we
know', uttered not a word about the
Christ whom they had left sitting by
the well, for they went to the city to
buy meat (verse Si. Is your first
thought prea !Wag Christ or something
to eat?
Iitee.in 4
"t.
Nature's priceless specific for Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis and SoreThroat. Price, per Bottle, 25 and 30e; or, five 26c bottles for $11.00. At all druggists.
American Pharmacal Go,, Mfg Chemists, lEvaandllo.
HOARSE COO HS
STUFFY CO
are the kind that settle on the lungs nd develop into.
PLEURISY
PNEUMONIA
and CONSplill
FOLEY'S
FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR
stops the cough and heals the
lungs and prevents serious
results from a cold.
Consumption Cured
Foley & 
Co., 
Chicago. Dana, Ind., Sept. 28, 1902.
Gentlement-FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR cured me of consump-
tion after I had suffered two years and was' almost desperate. Three physicians
failed to give me any relief and the last one said he could do me no good. I tried
almost every medicine I heard tell of without benefit until FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR was recommended to me. Its effect right from the start was magical.
I improved steadily from the first dose and am now sound and well, and think
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR is. God-send to people with Throat and Lung
Trouble. Yours very truly, Mrs. Mary Ambrose,
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
contains no opiates and does not con-
stipate like ordinary cough medicines.
THREE SIZES-25o, 50o and $1.00
The so cent size contains 2: times as much as the
small size, and the $1.00 size almost 6 times as much.
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES
Sold by Cook & Higgins
Professional Cards
EDWARD S. LONG,
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Removed to Hopper building, cor-
nier 6th and Main Ste.
LONG & COOPER,
GENERAL INSURANCE.
Office with E. 'S. Long, attorney,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
BAILEY WAILER,
Licensed Embalmer and
runeral Director.
With Waller & Rogers, Furniture
and Undertaking, Hopkinsville. Ky
Your patronage solicited. Calls
promptly answered day or night.
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood di Son
Attys-at-Law.
Moe in Hopper Block upstairs
over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KENTUCKY
"Special attention tc cases in
bankruptcy.
I Tonto. Leslie Haydon
L. YONTS & CO,,
Insurance. Real Estate,
1 ABSTRACTS AND LOANS.
1 Office No, 206, North Main street,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
OZMANLIS
ORIENTAL
SEAUAL
PILLS
Sinn Preset, !wane
Cu,. for lowwwwww, Law
oir Manhood, &Wear
Tennessee CentraIR R
TIME TABLE.
Effective Sunday June 5th.
TRAIN NO. 1. Passfnger-Dally.
Hopkinsville 8.15 a in
Ar. Clarksville. 
 7:19 a m
Ar. Ashland City 8•16 sin
Ar. Nashville 9.16 a m
TRAIN NO 8. Daily-Passenger.
Lv. Hopkinsville 4•I6 p in
Ar. Clarksville.  518 p in
Ar. Ashland City 
 
11:26 pm
Ar. Nashville 7.80 p ro
TRAINS ARRIVE At Hopkinsville
No, 4-Daily 11:16 a. ni
No. 2-Daily 8•00 p. w
Mixed Trains, Daily except Sunday.
No. 40, arrives Hookinsville 4:00 pin
No 41,1eaves Hopkinseille 10:00 a in
E. H. !Jimmie, J. B. MALLON
Traffic Manager. Agent.
Nasbville.Tenn. Hopktusville,Ky
KILL mg COUGH
AND CURE THS LUNGE
win Dr. King's
New Discovery
CONSUMPTION PriesFOR UGHS and 60c & $1.00
OLDS Free Trial.
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES; or MONEY BAWL
Nasal
i•Non1.88:74:".8.9.847nart°61.f4cM'srfhleal; CATARRHvou nes rmane you a 8T50N6', Vigor-
ous Man. Price 41.00. d 1,, all its stages.
neolal Directions Ward 1. Ely's cream BalmBoxes. 4500.li 
arta each Bor. Address cleanses, imotheaand heals
."11Z0. bow Litheataii, the Mil...timed membrane.
in..2,'.own91-7.1Avg-imo. It cores catarrh and driver
away a cold tit the head
quickly.
Creams Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
over the membrane and Is absorbed. Relief le im-
mediate and • cart follow'. It le not drying does
not prottace sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at Drag.
gist. or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
SLY BROTHERS. 66 WarteuBlfeet.Blew Tack
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
cleanses and bromine' the Intr.
rromotew a !manual growth.
Sever Palle to Restore Om,Hair to Its Yonthftil Color.
Cone wale Maws 1=.11121.
Me and $1.00 at 
• a.
WAIN le
Is IILET Lunt
And. Side IWO.
Me Me and Tees&
I
Recommended boksliolloil
faulty for thrarkii
affectiontottbe
'Flynt. Cited,'
aid hums.
t
Pallialde ST
• FOLEY & CO
CHICA00, ILL.
ths.
Uhinoli
Contrail
Ratilro641
TIME',,
CARP
Effective Sunday, April 31t.
NO. 8M, DAILY,
Leaves Hopkinsville
Arrives Princeton., 
Paducah 
" Cairo,
Arrives St. Louis 818 p it
Arrived Chicago 10:50p as
NO. 882, DAILY 
Leages Ho kiosville
Arrives Pr neaten 
6 Henderson. 
" Evansville. 
Leaves Princeton
Arrives Louisville
Leaves Princeton,
Arrives Paduoah. 41
ArrIVes Memphis. 10
erri•es New 0? lows "''"10
NO 840 DAILY
Leares Hopkinsville 
ArriVes Princeto,,.
relites Princeton 
Arrives Louisville
Leaves Princeton 2181 a
ArrIVes Memphis 
" 
811Oa
New Orleans 
7:66:p
No 341 daily ar HopitinavillieleZ
No MI daily ar "
NoI daily ar "
11:60 p
F W HARLOW. D. P, A.,
Louisville J. B. MALLON, Aiit
A J McDougall, 1) PHA°.P, Nk ion: v01 1:610111 I
A H Hanson, 0 P A., Chicago.
J no A Scott, A G P A., Memphis
SENT FREE
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract o Beef
Cook Book
telling how ta prepare del%
and delicious dishes.
Address LIEBIG CO., P. 0. Box If
New York,
1.4
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
LESSON VII, FIRST QUARTER, INTER-
NATIONAL SERIES. FEB. 12.
Tent of the Lesson. John Is,
alemor, • 4ts AI—Golden 'feat.
John s. omntentary Prepared
by Re,. D. M. !Stearns.
LOWyrig iv Am I Ill. Press Association.]
Two days Ile iilaide in Samaria and
was refreshed by seeing many receive
Him as the clinst, the Saviour of the
world, a foreshadowing of the time
when from all nations His church
stiould be gather's! it be age in which
we are now livings and of a later age,
beyond the present, when through Is-
raeli all nations shall be W011 to Hint, e
fullillment of the word, "Ills own re-
ceived Him not, but as many as re-
ceived Him, to them Ile gave the right
to become the sons of God" (John
11: 12). The first two verses of this
lesson are a little perplexing became)
they seem to say that He went into
Hie own country, for a prophet bath
no honor in his own country. Yet the
third verse says that the Gailleane re-
ceived hint, having seen all the things
that Ile did at Jerusalem. Nazareth,
where Ile had been brought up, is
called His own country (Luke iv, 16,
23, 24), and, though lie went to Gali-
lee, He did not at this time go to Naza-
reth, and these verses may signify
tart tbengh He west • to- Oallipe, He
did not go to Nazareth, because a
prophet bath no honor in his own coun-
try.
Some say that He did not immediate-
ly go tutu Galilee from Jerusalem, but
delayed two days la Samaria to allow
time for those who witnessed His mir-
acles at Jerusalem to return home and
prepare the minds of the people for a
favorable reception of Him. We learn-
ed In our last lesson that He counted
It His meat to do the will of Him that
sent Him, and In chapter v, 44, Lie
says, "How can ye believe which re-
ceive honor one of another and seek
not the honor that cometh from God
only?" So these verses might Imply
that He went into Galilee and later
Sven to Nazareth (as we know Ile did),
because He sought honor only from
God and not from man, and came to do
the Father's will, whatever it might
be and wherever it might lead.
If the nobleman (courtier, margini
who tante to Him at Cana on behalf
of his son was Chuza, Herod's steward,
then Luke viii, 3, may be a eequel to
verse 53 of our lesson, for we there
read that Joanna, the wife of Chuza,
Herod's steward, and Susanna and
many others ruluistered unto Him of
their substance. Al Cann He had at
the marriage feast manifested forth
Hls glory and increased the faith of
His disciples (chapter Ii, 11), and here
that miracle of making water into wine
' Is indorsed. I refer to it because so
many today seek to set aside all the
supernatural, but the Bible is supernat-
ural or nothing. Jesus is God or else
He is not good.
The boy for whom the father pleads
Is not only 111, but at the point of
death, as was also Jairus' daughter
(Mark v, 23). hut nothing is too hard
tor our Lord. It matters not how ill
or what the disease, or even if the
person has died or been buried, the
same word that said, "Let there be
tight," can give light or life or health
In a moment. lie says, "Believest
thou that I ant able to do this?" And
then, "According to your faith be it
unto you." The nobleman entreated
.1011118 to come down to Capeniaum and
heal his son, not knowing that Ills
actual presence was not essential to
the healing, but having faith that if
Jesus would only come to him He could
heal him. Jesus gently tested him, for
He never tries any one above that they
are able, but his faith seems only to
strengthen. H 04 he grows more im-
portunate. 'then our Lord says: "(In
thy way. Thy 14011 liveth."
This was not as the uoblennin ex-
pected. It was different from what
He had thought. it was in one sense
more than he expected, but there was
power in the word, and It grasped his
heart, and the glorious word is written.
"The man believed the word that Jesus
had spoke)) unto him, and be went his
way" (verse 50).
The next tiny as he was nearing
home his servants met him with tile
joyful news, "Thy son liveth!" and on
Inquiring when his boy began to mend
he learned that it was at the very hour
an the previous day when Jesus said,
"Thy son liveth." It must have thrill-
ed him with Joy to hear from his serv-
ants the very words that Jesus had
said to him the day before. But What
joy there was in that home which be
had left In such gloom the day before!
And all through the love and power of
one who gave them life and breath and
all things! But up to this time they
had ouly heard of Him, but had not
known 111m. Now they knew Him
and believed in Him. Even the whole
household accepted Him as God their
Saviour,
One has said that in this miracle we
see His omnipotence, in that He healed
the sick child; His omnipresence, in
that He healed him at a distance of
several miles; His omniscience, in that
He knew that His word was effectual,
as the words testified. When the die-
eiples were sent to bring the ass' colt
and to prepare the passover and to go
forth without puree or scrip, assured
'hat they would be cared for, they al-
ways found It just as He said. Every
romise and prophecy either has been
Willed or will yet he fulfilled exactly
s It is written. Blessed are all who
she-ye, for there shall be a fulfillment
f all things told them in the book.
he Scripture cannot be broken. If
ckness or any other affliction or trial
tall bring us to this firm faith in God
ad In His word It will be a most
dessed experience. But why not be-
llows without the atiliction?
 ii
Calm age
Sermon
By Rev.
Prank De Witt Talmage. D. D.
Los Angeles, Cal.. Feb. 5.—That God
has a purpose and a design in permit-
ting trouble and sorrow to continue in
the world is claimed by the preacher in
this sermon on the mysteries of life;
text. Genesis xvill. 14, "Is anything too
hard for the Lord?"
"G(xl is a spirit, infinite, eternal and
unchangeable in his being, wisdom.
power, holiness, justice, goodness and
truth." This is the definition of God
found In the Westminster Shorter Cate-
chism. No man or body of men could
give a complete definition of all that
God Is. His nature transcends all hu-
man I•oneeption. Language fails in
the attempt to describe his infinite per-
fection. Strive as we may, we realize
that he is far beyond all that we can
think or imagine. Probably no one has
framed an utterance that comes so near
to the truth as this of the Westmin-
ster divines, and, though it is confess-
edly inadequate, it stands unparalleled
in the struggle to reach the unattain-
able.
It is a strange story that is told of
its origin. The convocation of the West-
minsterdivines was drawing to its close.
For nearly six long years, since July
1, 1643, they hed been meeting almost
daily in the famous hall of Westmin-
ster which now bears their name.
They had organized for the church 11
"directory of public worship" and had
almost finished the larger and the
shorter catechisms. Their work was
practically finished with but one excep-
tion. They could not frame a defini-
tion which would clearly, comprehen-
sively and completely answer the ques-
tion, "What is God?" At last, in the
midst of a heated debate, a young man
who was comparatively an obscure
member artsee and said, "Let us pray."
Then he commenced his prayer in these
simple words: "0 God, thou who air i
a spirit, Infinite, eternal and unchange-
able in thy being, wisdom, power, holi-
ness, justice, goodness and truth, teach
us what thou art!" "With that," so
says tradition, "all the members of the
Westminster convocation leaped to
their feet, crying: 'That is our definition
of what is God. It is an inspiration I
from his throne.' " So it was inserted
in the catechism as the best and fullest
definition that could be made of the
Being whose attributes are beyond
human knowledge.
Hard to Comprehend.
Many profess to believe that God is '
omnipotent, omnipresent and omnis-
cient, yet it Is awfully hard for us in
truth to comprehend this. We say,
"He can do all things." But when
some one begins to pin our faith down
to a practical illustration of "Can God
do this?" we say, like Nicodemns,
"How can these things be?" We need
constantly- to remember that there are
no limitations to the divine power and
that all that he has promised he is
abundantly able to perform. When
we see some gigantic evil that needs
to be removed; when we think of some
benefit that seems necessary to the
world, our hearts often oink in despair
as we regard it as impossible. Then
new courage and new hope ought to fill
our minds as we reflect on the omnipo-
tence of the God in whom we trust end
to say with the angel who talked with
Abraham's wife, "Is'anYthing too hard
for the Lord?" A great flood of In-
spired light now fills your soul. You
answer: "No, no; nothing is impossible
for God. God in a tipple infinite, eter-
nal and unchangeable in his being.
wisdom, power, holiness, justice, good-
ness and truth."
God is all powerful, all present and
all seeing. You grant It. Then I
would Invite you to consider the natn
ral influences of your belief. We ask
oureelves why a God of unlimited pow-
er does not remove some of the evils
that cause so much misery In the
world. We know not.
Easy would it be If God wished to
take all poverty out of the world. With
a mere word he could create for every
man a palace in which to live. With
a mere word he could place that palace
in the midst of a garden. With a mere
word he could have rainbows •playing
hide and seek among the falling, spring-
ing, tumbling waters of the fountains
of that garden. With a mere word he
could have every man's table groaning
under the richest treasures of orchards
and gardens and fields. He could fur-
nish to each home the finest of ward-
robes and the most resplendent of jew-
els and the costliest of earthly trees-
ureic The sheep upon a thousand hills
all belong to God. The gold buried in
the darkest of mines is his. The pearls
glistening in the opened shells of the
oysters lying by the coral reefs among
the entangled "gardens of the seas'
are all his. Yet this abundant wealth
Is to be obtained by men only by hard
labor. It is his law that man shall
work for the richest that are provided
for him. God practically gives us
nothing unless we are ready to work
for it.
A Fair Reaching Commandment.
The far reaching commandment which
God spoke to Adam of old he speaks to
us: "Cursed is the ground for thy sake;
in sorrow shalt thou eat of It all the
days of thy life; thorns and thistles
shall it bring forth to thee, and thou
shalt eat the herb of the field; in the
sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat bread
till thou return unto the ground. for
ant nf it will* than Wren fn. Anna
I thou art, and unto dust thou shalt re-turn.""Cursed he the ground for thy make."I remember being struck with a prac-
tical illustration of what God meant by
that sentence, Some years ago out in
the country I was walking over the
hillsides overlooking a beautiful valle3
filled with rich farms. 1 said to the
companion by my side: "Look! Did you
ever see a more beautiful country than
that? God is certainly a rich provider
for him children." "Yes," answered my
companion, "but did you ever stop to
think that, though God's wealth is un-
limited, he gives but few of the neces-
sities to man unless man Is ready to
work for them? God gives us the soil;
God gives us the seeds. But the essen-
tial food products which conic from
that soil inuet be developed by unceas-
ing toll. Thin fact is emphatically true
of all the cereals." Then I commenced
to ponder over the words of my friend,
and I said: "Yes, you are right. Never
since the fall of man has God provided
for nun ii wheat or rye or corn unless
man as a farmer will cultivate those
cereals. All kinds of weeds may grow
wild, all kinds of thorns and thistles
certainly do grow wild, but the cereals
will not grow wild." From the earth
man must obtain his bread. He must
work or starve. The soil must be pre-
pared; the seed must be sown; the
harvest must be gathered.
Him Power Limitless.
Let me remind you, too, how limit-
less are the energies which God has in
his contr)l. Everywhere are pow-
er and form, but man must patiently
study and discover for himself how to
apply them to his purposes. Very
slowly has he learned the secrets of
the world in which he is placed. God
might have revealed the whole to him
at the outset, but be wished him to
find it out for himself, and as each
source of power was discovered he
must learn how to harness it aright
that it may do his bidding and relieve
him of toil. Go to Niagara falls and
take your stand on the ledge of rock
called Observation point and watch
that rush of water descending from the
heights. What power is there to light
our cities, to bear our burdens, to Il-
luminate our habitations! Yet for
countless ages It has been running
to waste because man did not know
how to harness It aright. Stand on the
seashore and see the power in the in-
coming tide. Quietly and resistlessly
wave succeeds wave, breaking itnpo-
tently on the rocks, yet there is power
there that might be turned to account.
The little streamiet that turns the
wheel of the village mill, grinding the
corn and wheat for a whole valley, Is
feeble beside the billows of the sea.
This, too, man may yet learn to har-
ness that it may work for him. The
secret is with the Lord. Man must
plan and contrive and design before he
can master It. So long as he sits at
ease and makes no effort it 18 useless
to him. Why should not God have
given man this knowledge at the be-
ginning? Because he whaled him to
develop his intellect. He wished to
teach him that there was a reward for
his labor. By the sweat of WS brow lie
tnust gain his bread.
Ah, my friends, this problem that
perplexes us, this distressing question
of why God permits us to struggle
along In poverty and hardship, finds
its solution In the Bible. It was not
ir vindictiveness or for his own sake
that he cursed the ground. The sen-
tence was beneficial and remedial,
"Cursed is the ground for thy sake."
God is allowing the thorns and the
thistles to grow wild instead of the
wheat and the barley. Why? By the
bayonet thrests of those thorns God is
driving us (-loser and closer to him-
self. By putting us in the treadmill of
unceasing daily toll God is teaching ns
to turn our eyes away from tempta-
tion. lie is also teaching us to turn
them toward himself. Work serves e
utieful purpose. Our toll and difficulty
and sorrow are intended to draw us
nearer to himself. When trust In God
and love of him have filled the hearts
of men, when the knowledge of God
covers the earth as the waters cover
the sea, then poverty will have fulfilled
its 101)00011 and will be eliminated from
this weary world, for then, says Isai-
ah, "Instead of the thorn shall COMP
up the fir tree, and instead of the brier
shall come up the myrtle tree, and it
shall be to the Lord for a name, for an
everlasting sign that shall not be cut
off." Oh, sinner, thank God today that
he makes your callous hand stick to
the plow of daily toil in order that your
feet shall follow the narrow and
straight groove of virtue and truth and
purity anu gospel consecration and
right.
God could easily take out of this
world all physical ailments if he would.
Be could change the invalid chairs of
the homes, the operating tables of the ,
hospitals, the medicine bottles of the
drug stores, the ear trumpets of the
deaf, the ambulance wagons and the
anaesthetics and the splints and the
bandages of a military surgeon's outfit
and make them as unsuitable and anti-
quated articles for modern use as the
chopsticks of the Chinese would be for
the Cancasfan race or the sandals of
an Arab chief would be for the short
leggel Eskimo of the arctic. He could
at a mere word sttaighten the crooked I
limbs and loosen the dumb lips and
strefigthen the weak lungs. God did it
In the past: he can do it now. God is
the same "yesterday, today and forev-
ermore." But God does not take all
sickness out of this world because be
dues not wish physical pain tied suffer-
ing to cease to perform their spiritual
Imission In the world.
Must Perform Their Mission. 1
"A beneficent influence for pain and
physical allinents." "Oh," says some
one, "I do not believe that can be true.
Can any good come from a flushed,
fevered cheek or from a hacking cough
or from a sleepless night? God is
good. God is love. Therefore a good
and a loving God does not' wish his
children to MIMIr any masa
i earthly parent would want his childrento be physically sick or in pain. Aski that mother RR she gets up in the mid-
dle of the night to put eool handages
1 upon the hot brow of her child if she
' sees any blessing in sickneem. Ask
that father who takes his lovely daugh-
ter down to southern climes to burn
out with the liot rays of the sun the
microbes of a diseased lung if he can
see any blessing in one of his dear chil-
dren slowly fading away as a beautiful
flower will fade and wither before the
chilling breath of the autumnal frosts.
Ask that child if she sees any blessing
in pain when night after night she
must hear her mother groan under the
gnawing advancement of a fatal can-
cer. When Christ was upon earth he
never heard the suppliant cry of a
leper but his hands cleansed away the
scales. He never Raw one possessed
with the 'devils of disease,' mental or
physical, unless he cast them forth,
even though they were legion. How
can there now be any blessing In phys-
ical pain when Christ's mission on
earth was to heal the sick and be a
divine physician to the body as well
as to the soul?"
Yes, my brother, blessings can come
and do come from physical pain in two
ways. First, In the influence of sick-
ness upon those who are sick. You can
reed this truth In the looks of those
i who have been near to death's door.
I When Dante used to walk through the
streets of the city of his adoption, the
passersby would stop and look at him
and in awe say. "There Vile a man
who has been in hell." When we see
Christian men and women who have
lain under the shadow of death in a
sickroom we know they have had ex-
periences which have influenced them
even as Dante had when, with Virgil
as his guide, he trod the hot, blistering
sands where dwelt and agonized the
multitudes of the "lost and the de-
stroyed." We also know that their ex-
periences of suffering have molded
their lives for good, even as Samuel
Johnson felt this experience in his own
life. "I myself," said he, "was for some
years totally regardless of religion. It
had dropped out of my mind. It was at
an early part of my life. Sickness
brought it back, and I hope I have ne‘-
er lost it since." 0 man, is not this
true of you? Do you suppose William
McKinley could ever have uttered the
Lord's Prayer with such feeling as he
did had he not been lying upon an op-
erating table in the Emergency hos-
pital of the world's fair? Do you be-
lieve that Christ would be as near to
you had you not talked with him in
the midnight hour when the nurse was
dozing in her chair by your bed? "Jesus,
thou son of David, have mercy on me!"
cried blind Bartemeus in his physical
weakness to the passing Christ. "Jesus,
thou son of David, have mercy on me!"
we have cried to Christ in our physical
torture. Do you not see any blessing In
pain, any spiritual mission in physical
suffering in your past life?
The Illessednem of Sickness.
Beneficent Is the sick bed for the
Invalid. Blessed is its Influence upon
those who come In touch also with the
sanctified sufferer. Wendell Phillips
would not have been as brave and as
true a man as he was had his life not
been Inspired by the bravery of that
sick wife who always kept saying to
him: "On, Wendell, on! God has a
mission for you. While you are out
battling in his name I will be here
praying and waiting for you." Could
any one read the eulogy Robert J.
Burdette wrote about his dead wife
and not realize that the frail little
woman whom he for years carried
around in his arms had a mighty mis
slon in molding and developing her
husband's life for spiritual good? By
the letter-s tny mother wrote me from
her sick roem and by the letters you
have received from a sick wife or a
sick daughter or a sick mother who
was at Girt time In the shadow of
death you know that some of God's
mightiest asents for the salvation of
the world arc to be found among those
of pale cheeks, thin hands and fevered
brows. Oh, no, my friends, God will
never take out of this world the spir-
itual mission of physical pain and suf-
fering until, through those sufferings,
the multitudes have been brought to
confess Christ at the foot of the cross.
An Rosy Task.
Easy would 1t'be for God to make
right might and to melt the iron heel
of tyranny in the hot fires of his in-
dignation and righteous wrath. Easy
would it be for Cod to come forth with
his great legions of angels and ride
down the hillsides of. heaven upon the
white charger of victory. Easy would
It be for God to destroy his puny ad-
versaries, as they are trying to destroy
his kingdom on earth. How do I know
this? In the first chapter of Proverbs
I read that when the time shall draw
near for God to bear his right and come"
to the defense of his children by the
overthrow of his enemies God shall
say: "I also will laugh at your calam-
ity. I will mock when your leas
cometh." God will easily overthrow
his adversaries when the right time
conies. But now even sin has Its mis-
sion. The battle against sin can devel-
op us, even as a youth can be develop-
ed in his struggles against the trials of
the world.
Injustices have their beneficent mis-
sion? How else would you ever appre-
ciate what the pardoning love of
Christ meant unless you learned It
through your willingness to forgive
those who have "reviled you and perse-
cuted you f11111 have said all manner of
evil against you falsely for my sake."
Don't you remember how you were
distressed by calumnies and false
charges uttered by some malicious ene-
my? How angry and furious you were
against the calumniator! You have
learned your lesson now; you have
learned how to forgive. Was it not in
trying to overcome those bitterneeses
and hatreds that you were led into the
realisation of the truth that God is
love and that we must forgive man
their trespasses, even as our Father.
In heaven forgives us our trempasses.
Oh, yes, injustices have their spiritual
mission. They have taught us that the
true gospel does not consist simply in
shovving how we should reach out our
hands to our friends, but also how we
should reach out loving hands to our
enemies. In triumphing over the
wrongs by which we are surrounded
God is teaching us how, for his sake, we
can triumph over our own evil selves.
Death alight Be Abolished.
Easy would it be for God to make
death nit imitpossibihlty. When Christ
stood by the bier of "the only son of
hie mother, and she a widow," lie was
able to make a silent corpse open its
eyes and sit up, lie said, "Young man,
I say unto thee, arise!" When Christ
went to the tomb of dead Lazarus he
said to Mary and Martha: "Thy broth-
er is not dead. He hi only asleep."
Christ stoked upon death then In the
same way yon and I would stand over
the (•rili in which slumbers one of our
little children. the know that we can
bend over the (-rib and kiss our little
one and say: "Wake, baby. Papa is
here." Then the baby will awake and
some to our arms. Christ only had to
speak, and Lazarus came forth. The
day is coming when Christ will speak
and all the family tombs and the
"God's half acres" and the lonely
graves on western prairies and the
wrecked and sunken hulks of the At-
lantic and the Pacific oceans lying at
the foot of coral reefs will give up their
dead. But until that day death must
reign, and only through death can we
enter Into life and into that land where
there is no more death.
Has death no purpose in the divine
economy? lIave all the agonies and
sorrows and bereavements no wise de-
sign? Ask that father who when he
parted with his beloved child learned
to love and trust God and lived a hal-
lowed life ever after in the hope of
once more clasphig her in his arms.
Ask that husband whose wife passed
from his ken and whose days of lone-
liness drove him for comfort to him
whose love brightens every sorrow. It
is at a fearful cost that some men
learn the lesson of faith, but once
learned they bless even the loss that
taught them.
Our earthly loss may mean our heav-
enly gain. The agonies of death may
yet be swallowed up In victories that
shall never die. There is a beautiful
legend told that in the far east a king
was to make a long journey. He there-
fore sent ahead of him his representa-
tive to build for him a palace in which
he might live while he sojourned there.
He provided this forerunner liberally
with money and supplies. When the
representative of the king arrived in
this faroff land be found there raging
a great famine and plague. Thousands
upon thousands of the people there
were dying from hunger and the dis-
eases resultant from starvation. So
this representative of the king changed
his gold into bread. He sold all the
royal jewels and bought still more
bread. Then he bartered away the
king's raiment and his horses and char-
iots, and with the money he bought still
more bread until all the people were
fed and the famine was stopped. At
first when the king heard what had
been done he was very wroth. But
when he found out how many lives had
been saved with his money he honored
his forerunner by making him prime
minister.
an Old Legend.
A short time after this the king died.
When he came to the gate of heaven,
at first he wasi refused admittance, for
he seemed to have no heavenly pass-
port. Then the great King of kings
came forth and said: "Let him in. Let
him In. Ile has one of the finest man-
sions in heaven reserved for him."
Then the King of kings took the
trembling, frightened immortal along
one of the chief boulevards of heaven
and pointed to a mansion near the
great white throne and said: "There
is 3asur palace. You have built it."
"When and where did I build yonder
palace?" asked the earthly king. Then
the King of kings answered: "When
your forerunner with your eonsent
wiped away the tears of those starving
people in that faroff land I caught
those tears and changed their
into Jewels Here they are glittering
in your .•rewn, which you will find In
yonder pant, e. When he erected tomb-
stones over the pauper graves of the
dead I took those stones and lifted
them into the stones of yonder wails.
When he stilled the cries of the hun-
gry begging for bread I transformed
those sobs Into the songs of your ever-
last triemph. Here is your palace,
here your jeweled crown."
In this strange legend I find a mes-
sage of consolation. Our gifts, Our sor-
rows, our sacrifices, all the pain anti
sadness and weariness we bear, are not
lost. They are intrusted to Christ,
who uses them all in his ministry of
love. The Divine Father accepts the
offering and tranaforms it into a treas-
ury of gems. an eternal palace, in which
we shall live forever with our Lord.
There we shall find our loved ones
whom we lost; there our heartaches
and team take on the form of brilliant
crowns, whose glory shall never fade,
and In the terrible black winged mon-
ster of death we recognize the white
winged angel of eternal life.
But though I have been talking about
the things it would be easy for God to
do I cannot close without uttering one
word in reference to one of "God's im-
possibles." it is easy for us to be
saved if we will be saved in God's way.
He has given his only begotten Son to
die for us. He has given his Spirit to
sanctify us. He has made it easy for
us to be saved. But he will not save
us against our own will. That is im-
possible even to God. We must yield
to him, renounce our sin and accept
his offer of salvation. 0 man, will you
resist? Will you continue in rebellion?
Will you not rather say: "I give my-
self to thee. Make me thine own child
through Jesus Christ our Lord?'
[Copyright. US, by Louis irlopesisJ
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suffered for a long time with a bad
ease of Catarrh, and took a great deal of
medicine without any benefit.
I had a continual headache, my cheeks
had grown purple, my nose was always
stopped up, my breath had a sickening and
disgusting odor, and I coughed incessantly
I heard of your S. S. S. and wrote you.
I commenced to use it, and after taking
several bottles I was cured and have
never mince had the sliehtest symptom of
the disease. Muss MARY L. STORY.
COI. 7l11 & Felix Sts, St. Joseph, Mo,
Wheeling, W. Va., may 29, 1903.
I had Nasal Catarrh for years for which I
used S. S. S. with very gratifying results.
I tried local applications for some time,
and getting no permanent relief I Mlle tO
the couclusion that the seat of the trouble
was in the blood. Knowing S. S. S. to be
a good blood medicine I began its use,
and after using it for some little while it
did away entirely with the offensive mu-
cus in the nostrils, and I did not have to
hawk and Spit, especially in the morning,
to dislodge the catarrhal matter.
1627 South St. FRED H. PRESST.
The filthy secretions and foul mucus that
are coetinnally dropping back into the
throat, find their way into the stomach
Ind are absorbed into the blood. Catarrh
then becomes con-
stit utemal,and the
only way to get rid
of it is through the
blood. Write us il
you have Catarrh,
and our physici-
ans will advise you
without charge.
The Sarlftlipeolla Company, Mint*, Ga.
We prcenptly obtain U. Et. and
PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo of Invention Ike
free report on patentability. For free book,
Pziventsecureand TRADE—MAR S vriti
CASNOW;
OPFUSITE U 5 ATENT (MACE
WASHINGTON.D.C.
e itt
DeWitt Is the name to look for when
you CO to buy Witch Huta Salve.
DeWItt's Witch Hazel Salve is the
=
and cad, genuine. In fact
Cala the only Witch Hazel Salve
that le made from the unadulterated
Witch-Hazel
An others are counterfeits—base imi-
tations, cheap and worthless—even
dangerous. DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve
Is a specific for Piles: Blind, Blesidint.
Itching and Protruding Piles, AlsoCuts,
Duns& Bruises, Sprains. Lacerations,
COntilakes, Boils, Carbuncles. Emma,
Tether. Salt Rheum, and all other Skis
ellsessm.
SALVE
PRZPARID 11
'LC. DeWitt 4 Co., Chicago
Sold by R. C Hardwick
It Is In
Your Hand
Money deposited here Is as easily
reachOd by the right owner as though
it was:in tile own imcket. It can be
drawn on at any time and any place
But it,ie safe from thieves
PLANTERS BANK
MI I RUST COMPANY
is equipped with modern burglar
and fire proof vaults which are zeal-
ously guarded night and day. The
management insures absolute smear-
ity. Itueiness is transacted on a safe
and conservative basis.
Miner Graves,
— OF—
;
HoplinsviIle Lime Works
wants to SELL you
LIME, CINDERS,
ROCS and DIRT.
also BUY
CORD WOOD and
Second-hand Barrels
PHONES—Home: Residence 1039;
Kiln 1168, Cumberland: Residenoe,
&GC
LONG & COOPER,
GENERAL INSURANCE.
Office with E. S. Long, attorney,
Hopkigsville, KY.
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BANKER BECKWITH SOLON A ANKRUPT DATES HE FIXED
DIES AT HIS HOME IN
OBERLIN.
Ylotim of Mrs. Chadwick—
Had Refused to Take
Food.
(Special to New Era,)
OBERLIN, 0.. Feb. 6.—Mr. C. T.
Beckwith, president of the defunct
Citizens' National Bank, of this city,
died at 10:45 o'clock last night after
two days of unconsciousness, during
which dissolution was expected at
any moment. Only the family sur-
rounded the death bed of the banker.
Mr. Beckwith was about 65 years
of age. On December 14 last the Fed-
eral grand jury in Cleveland returned
five indictments against Beckwith
upon the charge of viLlating the tui-
tional banking laws in connection
with the loans made to Mrs. Cassie
L. Chadwick by the Citizens' Na-
tional Bank, of Oberlin. of which de-
ceased was the presiden. From the
day of his arrest Beckwith's health
failed rapidly, as a result of worry
over his troubled. He frequently de-
clared during his illness that he
wanted to die. For several days
prior to his death he refused to take
food in any form. Death, however,
resulted directly from heart trouble.
The death of President Beckwith
may materially weaken the case of
forgery awl conspiracy to misapply
bank funds cow charged against Mrs.
Chadwick.
Brought to Asylum.
The Mayfield Monitor say.:
The news that R. N. Walker, of
Water Valley, had become so de-
ranged in mind that be had to be
sent to the HopkinsvIlle asylum will
be received with regret. He is a
psominent citizen of Water Valley
and has a wife and a fifteen-year-old
daughter. His mind has been affect-
Muse Chrismas and he became so
violent at times that it took several
persons to overpower and subdue
him. The main trouble is that he
tries to kill himselt. A tow weeks
ago he tried to kill himself by hang-
ing. He was brought here Friday
afternoon and edjudged of unsound
mind and sent to Hopkinsville Fri
uay night in charge of his urother.
HEM MORTALITY
Number of Deaths in Louis-
ville Unusually Large.
One hundred and five persons died
In Louisville during the week which
ended Saturday. This is the largest
Lumber of deaths for any week dur-
ing the winter and conies within a
few of being the largest number of
deaths daring any week in the hist-
ory of the city. The largest number
of deaths for any seven days was
115, which was the record made dur-
ing January last year. The reason
for the large number of deaths dur-
ing the past week se the severely
eold weather. Dr. M. K. Allen, the
city health officer, explains the un-
usual number by showing that the
deaths were among the very old and
the very young, who are most easily
affected by extremes in weather.
-
COMPANY IS SUED
Snit has been filed in the circuit
clerk's office by Mrs. Sallie Burnie,
formerly Mrs. Sallie Hampton, and
J. W. Cross, administrator of John-
son T. Hampton, against the Equita-
ble Life insurance company for the
pas men t of a policy of $1,000, alleged
to have been issued to Mr. Hampton
prior to his death. It is claimed in
the petition that all requirements
were regularly met and the policy is-
sued as usual and sent to the com-
pany's agent at Elkton who held it
for several days. In the meantime it
Is Claimed that the assured was tak-
en suddenly ill and died on June 7,
1904 and that since then the com-
pany's agent has postively refused to
deliver the policy although the
plaintiffs were all the time ready and
willing to pay the stipulated premi-
um and did offer it to him.
to meet in Louisville and live over
for a little while in loving comrad-
ship with each other the glorious
deeds of the grandest armies the
world has ever known.
PETITION FILED BY J. F. FOR THE CREAT CONFED-
ERATE REUNION 
IV The commending general with
ROCERS. touch p
leasure announces, at the re-
(pest of its most enelgetic president,
Mrs. W. J. Behan, that the Confed-
erate Southeru Memorial association
will hold its meeting at the same
time; and that the opening feature
of the convention will be the usual
Jefferson Davis memorial service.
The time and place of this service
will be given in future orders so that
every Confederate may be able to at-
tenvd
The commanding general sin-
cerely hopes that the press of the en-
tire country will endeavor to stir up
Interest in the coming meeting, and
to this end he requests that this order
be published, and editorial comment
made thereon.
By command of
STEPHEN D. LEE,
Commanding general.
Assets Exceed the Llabill-
ties.--Owner of Star Furn-
iture Company.
A petition in bankruptcy has been
filed by James F. Rogers, of this
city, both personally and at owner of
the Star Furniture company. The
liabilities are placed at $1,422 26 ow •
big to firms in St. Louis, Paducah,
Evansville, Zanesville, Ohio, and
other cities. The assets are placed at
12.161.75 including the exemptions.
Mr. Rogers is Christian county's rep-
resentative in the Kentucky legisla-
ture.
The healthy old man wears his
gray hairs like s-silver crown. %%rust
if fie be threescore' and ten If there is
still fire in his eye, firmness in his
step, command in his voice an.' wis-
dom in his counsel? He commands
love and reverence. Yet how few
wear the mantle of age with dignity.
Dim eyed, cmerulous of speech, halt
log in step, childish in mind, they
"lag superfluous on the stage" drag-
ging out the fag end of life in a aim
ple existence. The secret of a healthy
old age is a healthy middle age. The
man who takes care of his stomach,
who keeps his body ptoperly nour-
ished, will find that the body does
not fail him in old age. The great
value of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medi-
cal Discovery lies in the preservation
of the working power of the stomach
and other organs of digestion ano
nutrition. From the center is dis-
tributed the nourishment of the
whole body, the salt for the blood,
the lime for the banes, phosphates
for the brain and nerves. A sound
stomach means a sound man. A man
who keeps his stomach sound by the
use of "Golden Medical Discovery"
will wear the crown of gray hairs as
hefty a monarch, with dignity and
O&M
NEW CARRIERS,
A Washington despatch announces
the appointment of Henry Barber as
rural carrier for Casky No. I, R. F.
D., with James H. Ware as substi-
tute. Ben E. Myers is appointed car-
rier for Crofton route No. 1, with
Ernest Myers substitute
- —
Vat's Early Risers
The fatuous Wittle pins-
Official;
WISE. B. MICKLE,
Adjutant-General and Chief of Staff.
Taxes In Carrier.
Judge Polk Causler writes to F M.
Monroe that Hopkiusville people
owing taxes on property at Carrier.
Okla., should pay same at once. He
offers to attend to the matter for
those writing him at Enid.
Official Visit.
D. L. Bailey. grand master of Ken-
tucky Odd Fellows, will officially
visit Green River Lodge No. 64, I. 0.
0. F. next Monday night.
NMI
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Liver and Blood
 Syrup 
CURES BY REMOVING TNE CAUSE
A TrfREE-FOLD REMEDY ioran rift Ins la tease
Meal [rotates. Acts as the Liver end IChisers eh.
Purifies the Blood.
' Thousands have used this e1iable remedy with perfect confidence and
success for 52 years, because t ey know just what it contains,
The formula consists of luchu, Hydrangea, Mandrake, yellow Dock,
Dandelion, Sarsaparilla, Genti ti, Senna and Iodide of Potassium.
Any doctor or druggist wil tell you that this is a scientific and reliable
combination of great merit toil all diseases having their origin in the Liver,
Kidneys or Blood. After veers of experience and patient experiment, Dr.
Mather so perfected the proems of marafacture, that it never fails to bring
the expected relief when taken, according to directions.
Thousands of sick ones to vdioni life has been a burdeis have written grate-
ful letters of thanks. sec,. ri, MISSISSITI.1, OM 17,1902.
" I have suffcied greatly with idigestion, constipation, also a severe liver trouble,
with loss of appetite. Could not restwell at night ; in fact, had no energy to work or even
walk around. I felt like I was packing a heavy load and, was easily exhausted. until I
took Dr. Thacher's I,iver and Blood Syrup, which helped me almost from the firm, dose,.
When I had taken one ant one-halt bottles I Jell lake a different man, and I knew that
it was due entirely to your medicine. I used in all three bottles, and consider myselfperfectly cured. At thls time my ppetite is good, I aleep well, and feel strong and
'
T. I.,. SPVEI,.refreshed on arising in the tnorning.'
I if you nerd a medicine tr4te to-day for a Free sample &atilt. and ,, Dr.
%Anchor's Health Book." ir; in- limplom• for ad rice. We simply ask you to try it
at our expense. We, know 'that illi wilt do. Al all a ruppists. St) !VW,. rood $1.00.
thacher Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.
Toff Quipthe
It's 10 to 1 you draU you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
,'11 admit it will cure malaria, but it leave,
almost deadly after effects.
•
HERBINE
M purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
and all stomtirb, kldney and liver complaints.inTe IT TO-DAY.
50 Cents e Bode. AU Druggists.
ii
Sold by Ras (ID.Irowlor and L. L. Elgin '
WlefiiiIMNAMAMiat
HARNESS
We have the largest and best assorted stock of
Harness in this part of the state, both
hand and machine made
Ember Bulay Harness
ROSE Wagon Harness
CREEK
COAL
Sold Exclusively By
Buckner
MI
earnestly urges the officers and mom-
berm of camps to commence now our enormous stock, from the cheapest to the fin- or
1 without delay to make preparations 
ila
Ito attend this grand gathering. Let
them at once set about selecting del- 
Ill
egates and alternates, and use every .., ar
effort to have a largo attendance, so e"..; It
that this reunion may, indeed, be the them in order to do business. 111
largest and most representative ever -Ali 
IN • ,
111
Call and see us. ge
 
whether of tho at my or navy,
whether members of camps or not,
fill
deeds of the grandest armies the
world has ever known. 
g. Co•01.54;Ite S shipfor a with littleith wt  e a ic i 1 li e oi tnh lovinge r   t h e cgi: on ir ri oa tut s Forbes an- Ito meet in Louisville and live over
that this reunion may, indeed, be the ' 
II
•
large.st and most representative ever
m 76 
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Cub 'Phone,, „ held. He begs all Confederate sol-
13th and R. R.
The New Era is in receipt of the
following, which is the first general
order in regard to the great reunion
to be held in Louisville:
Headquarters United Confeder-
ate Veterans,
New Orleans, La., Feb. 1, 1906.
General Orders
No. 23.
I. The commanding general an-
nounces that, according to the custom
heretofore in force, which leaves to
the commanding general and the de-
partment commansers the fixing of
the date of the reunion, the Fifteenth
Annual Reunion of the United Con-
federate Veterans will be held in the
city of Louisville, Ky., on June 14,
16, and 16, 1906, Wednesday, Thurs-
day and Fri,ay, respectively, those
clays having been named by our host
as satisfactory.
II. The commanding general can
not attemut to enumerate the many
attractions the glorious common-
wealth of Kentucky has to offer to
the United Confederate Veterans,
but he may say that no state in the
Union can point with greater pride
to the darireg achievements of her
men and women in the days of the
early settlement of the country,
headed by the great rifleman, Daniel
Boone, and dauntless woman, Mrs.
Woods; that none can present a
grander array of noble Confederate
sons than Albert Sidney Johnston),
Dick Taylor, John H. Morgan, John
B. Hood, John BC. reckinridge, Si-
mon Bolivar Buckner, Humphrey
Marshall, (4eorge B. Crittenden, and
scorer of others that could be named;
and he mentions with peculiar pri6e
that to her belongs the honor of giv-
ing to the human race that great pa-
triot, chivalrous leader and unstain
ed Southern gentleman, JEFFERSON
DAvrs, our first and only president.
III. The commanding general most
heartily approves of the action wbicli
made the great city of Louisville the
meetingpoint for the veterans in 1906.
The inclemency of the weather at
the reunion of 1900 practically set at
naught the almost perfect arrange•
ments that had been made for the
pleasure of the wearers of the grey,
and it was due to the generous and
patriotic men and women (noted all
over the world for their peerless
beauty and matchless charms) that
another opportunity should be given
them to entertain the survivors of
the Confederate armies.
These men and women are already
devising ways and means to make
the meeting of this year for splendor,
extent and variety, unequalled in
our annals; and those who were
present on the former occasion know
full well what can be expected, for
the hospitality and welcome of the
sons and daughters of Kentucky are
only equalled in warmth and exuber-
ance by broadness and prodigality,
and are Utilities and unending.
Located geographically, so as to
be easily accessible to a vast:majori-
ty of the camps of the U. C. V.; with
lavish attrections spread out for their
pleasure; with men and women ap-
pealing to them to come to their
homes and firesides, the command-
ing general feels that "the boys of Harness.
the '60's" wili be given a welcome
that will have to be marked with a
white stone. He, therefore, most
Plow HarnOss
And, in fact, all kinds of
Efir
IBC
ac
•
•
•
We can furnish you just what you want from *
est goods on the market. .•
We are making the prices, others have to meet
sol-
diers, Iheld. He begs all Confederate 
diers,w bohneltehmer raf the f pe oracrammyornanvoyt,
Home Phone 15,44 whether
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dMoran the
Lady Lefty
fly FRANK NORRIS,
avihor of "The Octopus," -Th.
Etc.
Qopyright, 'LW, by S. S. McClure Company
, of aeon, lost ant 1:-
familiar in this end of the centur,
time, tier purity was the purity o
primeval glsciers. He could easily se
' how to such a girl the love of a mai
would appear only in the light of 1 ,
humiliation-a degradation. And yei
she could love, else how had he beeu
able to love her? Wilbur found hins
self, even qt that moment, wondering
how the thing could be done-wonder-
ing to just* what note the untouched
cords would vibrate; just how she
should be awakened one morning t
find that she-Moran, sea rover, virgin
unconquered. without law. withort
land, without sex-was, after all, •
woman.
, "Mate!" she exclaimed of a stmdefen
—CHAPTER. -Vain
"The barrels are keeping us up-th,
INKING!" exclahnet Wilbur. • empty barrels in the hold. Hob! We"
Moran was already on her make land yet!"
feet "We'll have to beach It was tine. The empty hogsheads
her," she cried, "and we're destined for the storage of oil, ha.
SU miles out! Up y'r jib, meter' The been forced up by the influx of Or
two set the jib, flying jib and stay- water to the roof of the hold and wer
, acting as so many buoys. The edition
The fore and main sails were already er could sink no lower. An hour later
drawing, and under all the spread of the quarter deck all awash, her boa
her canvas the Bertha raced back to- thrown high into the air, listing hor
ward the shore. * ribly to starboard, the Bertha Mille.,
But by the time she was within the took ground on the-shore of Magdalena
head of the bay ber stern had settled bay at about the turn of the tide.
to such an extent that the forefoot was Moran swung herself over the side
clear of the water, the bowsprit point- hip deep in the water, and, wading
ing high into the heavens. Moran was ashore with a line, made fast to the
at the wheel, her scowl thicker than huge skull of a whale half buried to
ever, her eyes measuring the strength the sand at that point.
of water that lay between the schooner I Wilbur f'-'lowed. The schooner had
and the shore, grounded noon the southern horn 01
"She'll never make it In the world," the bay Red lay easily on a spit o,
the muttered as she listened to the . sand. They could not examine the in
wash of the water in the cabin no- Jure of the leak until low water the
let her feet. In the hold empty bat- next morning.
-els were afloat, knocking hollowly "Well, here we are," said Moran, her
igainst each other. "We're in a bad thumbs in her belt. "What next? We
ray, mate." may be here for two days; we may be
nr it comes to that," returned Wil- here for two years. It nil depends
Jur, surprised to see her thus easily
downcast who was usually so indoml-
table-"if it comes to that, we can
swim for it-a couple of planks"-
"Swim?" she echoes]. "I'm not think-
lag of that. Of course we could
swim."
"What then?"
"The sharks"
Wilbur's teeth clicked sharply togeth-
er. He could think of nothing to say.
As the water gained between decks
the schooner's speed dwindled, and at
the same tame as she approached the
shore the wind, shut off by the land,
fell away. By this time the ocean was
not four inches below the stern rail.
Tyra miles away was the nearest sand
spit. Wilbur broke out a distress sig-
nal on the foremast in the hope that
Marne and the deserters might send
off the dory to their assistance, but Rs
deserters were nowhere in sight.
"What became of the junk?" he de-
manded suddenly of Moran. She mo-
tioned to the westward with her head.
"Still lying outside."
Twenty miuutes passed. Once only
as.. *Iran spoke. They pledged melt other.
"When she begins to go," she said.
upon 
"she'll go with a rush. Jump pretty how had a hole she has. Have
we 'put in for repairs,' or have we been
wide, or you'ligget caught in the sue-
east away? Can't tell till tomorrowton."
morning. Meanwhile I'm hungry."
The two had given up all hope. MO- Half of the stores of the schooner
ran held grimly to the wheel as a mere 
were water soaked, but upon examine-,
matter of form. Wilbur "stood at her (Ion Willsur found that enough remain-
side, his clinched fists thrust into his ed Intact to put them beyond all fear
pockets. The eyes of both were fired for the present,'
"Thereat plenty of water up the
creek," he said. "and we can snare all
the quail we want, and then there's the
on the yellow line of the distant beach.
fly and by Moran turned to him with
an odd smile.
"We're a strange pair to die togeth- fish and abalone. Even if the stores
er," she said. Wilbur met her eyes an were gone we could make out very
instant, but, finding no reply, put his
chin in the air as Mout] he would The schooner's cabin was full of wa-have told her she might well say that. ter, and Wilbur's hammock was gone,
"A strange pair to die together," alo- 
so the pair decided to camp on shore.
ran repeated, "but we can do that bet- In that torrid weather to sleep in the
ter than we could have"-she looked 
open air was a luxury.
*wail from hen-"coald have lived to- In great geed spirits the two sat
gether," she finished and smiled again, down to their first meal on land. Mo-
"And yet," said Wilbur, 'these last 
ran cooked a supper that, barring thefew weeks here on board the schooner absence of coffee, was delicious. The
we have been through a good deal-to- 
whisky was had from aboard, andgather. I don't know." be went on they pledged each other, standing up.
clumsily-' I don't know when I've in something over two stiff fingers.been-when I've had-I've been hap- 
"Moran," said Wilbur, "you ought topier than these last weeks. It is queer.
isn't it? I know, of course, what you'll
say. I've said it to myself often of
late. I belong to the city and to my
life there, and yon-you belong to the
ocean. I never knew a girl like you-
never knew a girl could be like you.
You don't know how extraordinary it
aU seems to me. You swear like a
man, and yen dress like a man, and I
don't suppose you've ever been mow-
cLated with other women, and you're
strong-I know you are as strong as I
am. You have no idea how different you
are from the kind of girl I've known.
'Imagine my kind of girl standing up
before Hang and those cutthroat
beachcombers with their knives and
hatchets. Maybe it's because you are
so unlike my kind of girl that-that
things are as they are with me. I
don't know. It's a queer situation. A
Month or so ago I was at a tea in San
Francisco, and now I'm aboard a shark
fishing schooner sinking in Magdalena
bay, and I'm with a girl that-that I-
that I-well, I'm with you, and, well,
you know how it is---I might as well
say it-I love you more than I imagin-
ed I ever could love a girl."
Morau's frown came back to her
forehead.
"I don't like that kind of talk." she
said. "I Am not used to it, and I don't
know how to take it. Believe me," she
said, with a half laugh. "It's all west
ed. I neve.. could love a man. I'm not
made for men."
"No," said Wilbur, "nor for other
%women either."
"Nor for other women either."
ix Wilbur fell silent. In that instant he piness that one shares?"
find a distinct vision of Moran's life Moran clasped a knee in both hands
end character. shunning men and and looked out to sea. She never wore
tobanned of women, a strange. lonely a hat, and the red light of the after-
*mature, solitary as the ocean whereon glow was turning her rye hued laTilr to
lobe lived; beautiful after her fashion; "'Tr".
"Hob:" the exclaimed, her heavy
voice pitched even lower than usual.
"Who could understand or share any
lie /sullied by civilisation. She seemed to of my pleasures or be happy when 
I'm
tides some Bradamante, some mythical happy? And, 
besides, I'm happiest
1111miabAkt some. yankyci. simotic_ viva I'm alone-! 4;1°121 want any
I ,
yet without sex, proud, untamed,
seplendld In her savage, primal tilde-
apsndence-a thing untouched and un-
have been born a man."
"At all events, mate," she said-"at
all events, I'm not a girl."
"No!" exclaimed Wilbur as he filled
his pipe. "No. you're Just Moran-Mo-
ran of the Lady Letty."
"And I'll stay that, too," she said de-
cisively.
Never had an evening been more
beautiful in Wilbur's eyes. There was
not a breath of air. The stillness was
so profound that the faint murmur of
the blood behind the eardrums became
an oppression. The ocean tiptoed to-
ward the land with tiny rusting steps.
The west was one gigantic stained win-
dow, the ocean floor a solid shimmer
of opalescence. Behind them sullen
purples reesked the horizon, hooded
with mountain crests, and after a long
while the moon shrugged u gleaming
shoulder into view.
Wilbur, dressed in Chinese jeans and
blouse, with Chinese wicker sandals on
his bare feet, sat with his back against
the whale's skull, smoking quietly. For
a long time there was no conversation.
Then at
"No," said Moran in a low voice.
"This is the life I'm made for. In six
years I've not spent three consecutive
weeks on land. Now that Ellert"-she
always spoke of her father by his first
name-"now that Ebert is dead, I've
not a tie, not a relative, not even a
friend, and I don't wish it."
"But the loneliness of the life, the
solitude," said Wilbur-"that's what I
don't understand. Did it ever occur to
you that the best happiness is the hap-
' •"r".4 r°•^ f.,
"But," hesitated Wilbur, "one is not
always alone. After all, you are a
air!, and men. sailor men especially, are
beasts when it's a WICK ion of a NVoill-
itn—on unprotected woman."
"I'm stronger than most men," said
Moran simply. "If you, for instance,
had been like some men I should have
fought you. It wouldn't have been
the first time," she added, smoothing
one huge braid between her palms.
Wilbur looked at her with intent cu-
riosity-noted again, as if for the first
time, the rough, blue (mei:tills thrust
into the shoes; the coarse flannel shirt
open at the throat, the belt with its
Meath knife. her arms leas mad white
and tattaxied in sailor fasiden, nee
thick, muscular neck; her red face,
with its pale blue eyes and almost
massive jaw, and her hair, her heavy,
yellow, fragrant hair, that lay over
tier shoulder and breast, coiling and
looping in her lap.
"No," he said, with ft long breath, "I
don't make it out. I knew you were
out of may experience, but I begin to
think now that you are out of even my
Imagination. You are right, you should
keep to yourself. You should be alone
-your mate isn't made yet. You are
splendid just as you are," while under
his breath he added, his teeth clinch-
ing, "but I love you!"
It was growing late, the stars were
all out, the moon riding high. Moran
yawned.
"Mate, I think I'll turn in. We'll
have to be at that schooner early in
the morning, and I make no doubt
she'll give us plenty to do." Wilbur
hesitated to reply, waiting to take his
cue from what next she should say.
"It's hot enough to sleep where we
are," she added, "without going aboard
the Bertha. though we might have a
couple of blankets off to lie on. This
sand's as hard as a plank."
Without answering, Wilbur showed
her a couple of blanket rolls be had
brought off while he was unloading
part of the stores that afternoon. They
took one apiece and spread them on
the sand by the bleached whale's
sloth. Moran pulled off her boots and
stretched herself upon her blanket
with absolute unconcern, her hands
clasped under her head. Wilbur rolled
up his coat for a pillow and settled
himself for the night with an assumed
self possession. There was a long si-
lence. Moran yawned again.
"I pulled the heel off my boot this
morning," she said lazily, "and I've
bees limping all day."
"I noticed It." answered Wilbur.
"Kitchell had a new pair aboard some-
where, if they're not spoiled by the
water now."
"Yes?" she said indifferently. "We'll
look them up in the morning."
Again there was silence.
"I wonder," she began again, star-
ing up into the dark, "if Charlie took
that frying pan off with him when he
went."
"I don't know. He probably did."
"It was the only thing we had to
cook abalones in. Make me think to
look into the galley tomorrow. This
ground's TN hard as nails, for all your
blankets. Well, good night, mate. I'm
going to sleep."
"Good night, Moran."
Three hours later Wilbur, who had
not closed his eyes, sat up and looked
at Merams sleeping quietly, iser head in
a pale glory of hair-looked at her and
then around him at the silent, deserted
laud,
lI don't know." he said to himself.
"Am I a right minded man and a thor-
oughbred, or a mushhead, or merely a
prudent, sensible sort of chap that val-
ues his skin and bones? I'd be glad to
put a name to myself." Then more
earnestly he added, "Do I love her too
much, or not enough, or love her the
wrong way, or bow?" He leaned to-
ward her, so close that he could catch
the savor of her breath and the smell
of her neck, warm with sleep. The
sleeve of the course blue shirt was
drawn up, and it seemed to him as if
her bare arm, flung out at full length,
had some sweet aroma of its own.
bur drew softly back.
"No," he said to hintgelf decisively;
"no, I guess I am a thoroughbred after
all." It was only then that be went to
sleep.
When be awoke, the sea was pink
with the sunrise, and one of the bay
heads was all distorted and stratified
by a mirage. It was hot already. Mo-
ran was sitting a few paces from ham
braiding her hair.
"Hello. Moran!" he said, rousing up.
"How long have you been up?"
"Since before sunrise," she said.
"I've bad i bath in the cove where the
creek runs down. I saw a jack rabbit."
"Seen anything of Charlie and the
others?"
"They've camped on the other side of
the bay. But look yonder," she added.
The junk had come in overnight and
was about a mile and a half from
shore.
"The deuce!" exclaimed Wilbur.
"What are they after?"
"Fresh water, I guess," said Moran,
knotting tile end of a braid. "We'd bet-
ter,1 have breakfast In a hurry and turn
to on the Bertha. The tld'e is going out
fast" 
While they breakfasted they kept
an eye on the schooner, watching her
sides and flanks as the water fell slow-
ly away.
"Don't see anything very bad yet,"
said Wilbur.
"It's somewheres in her stern," re-
marked Moran.
In an hour's time the Bertha Mintier
was high cud dry, and they could ex-
amine her :it their leisure. It was Mo-
ran who found the leak.
"Pineal" she exclaimed, with a half
laugh. "We can stick that up In half
an hour."
A single plank had started away
from the sternpost; that was all. Oth-
erwise the schooner was as sound as
the day she left San Francisco. Mo-
e.. /sea. AbAalla 00 sa,uL.e-
ed by noon, nailing the plank to its
place anti calking the seanis with lamp
wick. Nor could their utmost care-
ful search discover any further injury.
"We're ready to go." said Moran, "so
soon as she'll float. We can dig away
around the bows here, make fast a
line to that rock out yonder and warp
this 
roft, at next high tide. Hello! Who'sh
It was Charlie. While the two had
been at work he had come around the
shore unobserved and now stood at
some little distance, smiling at them
ca'llmVleyil, what do you want?" cried )40-
ran angrily. "If you had your rights,
my friend, you'd be keelhauled."
"I tritium velly hot day."
"You didn't come here to say that
What do you want?"
"I come hab taikee-talk."
"We don't want to have any taikee-
ttitltrk with such vermin as you. Get
out!"
Charlie sat down on the beach and
wiped his forehead.
"I come buy one piece bacon. China
boy no liab got."
"We aren't Felling bacon to desert-
ers," cried Mom-an. "And I'll tell you
this, you filthy little monkey: Mr. Wil-
bur and I are going home-back to
Frisco-this afternoon, and we're going
to Mare vast-and the rest at menus viners
to. rot oti-This 'beach or to be murcTered
by beachcombers." And she pointed
out toward the junk. Charlie did not
even follow the direction of her ges-
ture, and from this very indifference
Wilbur guessed that it was precisely
because of the beachcombers that the
Machlavelian Chinaman had wished to
treat with his old officers.
"No hab got bacon?" he queried, lift-
ing his eyebrows in surprise.
"Plenty, but not for you."
Charlie took a buckskin bag from his
blouse and counted out a handful of
silver and gold.
"I buy MD n1s1 two pieces tobacco."
"Look here," said Wilbur deliberate-
ly, "don't you try to flimflam us, Char-
lie. We know you too well. You don't
want bacon and you don't want tobac-
co."
"China boy heap plenty much sick.
Two boy velly sick. I tinkum die pret-
ty soon tomolia. You eatchum slop
chest; you gib me five, seven liver pill.
Sabe?"
"I'll tell you what you want!" cried
Moran, aiming a forefinger at himn,
pistol fashion. "You've got a M. e
funk because those Kal-gingh beach-
combers -have come into the bay, and
you're more frightened of them then
you are of the schooner, and now you
want us to take you home."
"How rnuchee?"
"A thousand dollars."
Wilbur looked at her in surprise. He
had expected a refusal.
"You do hub got liver pill?" inquired
Charlie blandly.
Moran turned her back on him. She
and Wilbur conferred in a low voice.
"We'd better take them back if we
decently can." said Moran. "The
schooner is known of course in Frisco.
She went out with Kitchell and a crew
of ceolies, and she comes back with
you and I aboard, and if we tell the
truth about It it will sound like a lie.
and we'll have no end of trouble. Then,
again, can Just you and I work the Ber-
tha into port? In these kind of airs it's
plain' work, but suppose we have dirty
weather? I'm not so sure."
"I gib you ten .dollah to' ten liver
pill," said Charlie.
"Will you give us $1,000 to set you
down In San Francisco?"
Charlie rose. "I go back. I tell um
China boy what you say 'bout liver
pill. Blineby I come back."
"That Inca UShe'll take our offer back
to his fa lends," said Wilbur in a low
'I Vita,: hint want cat-chum schooner.'
voice. "You best 'hurry chop-chop," he
called after Charlie. "We go home
pretty soon."
"He knows very well we can't get
away before high tide tomorrow," said
Moran. "He'll take his time."
Later on in the afternoon Moran and
Wilbur saw a small boat put off from
the junk and make a lauding by the
creek. The beachcombers were taking
on water. The boat made three trips
before evening, but the beachcombers
made no show of molesting the unde-
fended schooner or in any way inter-
fering with Charlie's camp on the
other side of the bay.
"No," exclaimed Moran between her
teeth as she and Wilbur were cooking
supper -"no; they don't need to.
They've got about $150,000 of loot on
board -our loot too. It goes against
the grain."
The moon rose considerably earlier
that night, and by 12 o'clock the bay
was flooded with its electrical white-
ness. Wilbur and Moran could plainly
make out the junk tied up to the kelp
offshore. They had slept but a short
time when Wilbur was awakened by
Moralloliali hit arm
• e isis with
Look,
A of a suSdeu.
*Sim crank junk.
s sh s, s,. es. high stern
a., theugh at
I, . As Ile •• I. it sCenied as
If a L W.;Vt. c;;1 it
ttLitler toot. tille heaved up heftily out
a' the water. dropped :mein with a
splash. rose again and again fell back
Into her own ripples. that. widening
from her sides, broke crisply on the
• sand at W u r's feet.
Then the commotion ceased abrupt-
ly. The bay was quiet again.. An hour
passed, then two. The moon 'began to
set.. Moran and Wilbur, wearied of
watching. had turned in again, when
they were startled to wakefulness by
the creak of oarlocks and the sound of
a boat grounding in the sand.'
The coolies. the deserters from the
Bertha Mintier, were there.. Charlie
came forward.
"(le' lup! Ge' hip!" he said. "Junk
all smash! Kai-gingh come ashore. I
tank him want catchum schooner."
ITO CONTINUED)
^
W. P Winfree
JPAyers
Dloctors first prescribed
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral over
€0 years ago. They use it
today more than ever. They
Cherry
Pectoral
rely upon it for colds, coughs,
bronchitis, consumption.
They will tell you how it
htals inflamed lungs.
•• T bad o verr tool "flub for three rep-.
Tit e I tried over's ( belt, Pectot al Mc s, re
Itur were soon healed owl my cough dropped
Mn'.PEARL urns, OUtbrie Centre, Ia.
Eie LOr , el N.
All tiroggletp. i.Me.':;•,forOMNI al
Old Coughs
ne Ayer's Pill at bedtime Insures
naterea nrtInn rLre.,C rnesee.ing.
Willfree & Knight,
REAL ESTATE. .
rile seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at hand
....1 we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for conduating the business and witl ad-
vertise the property put into our hands frele of charge, and will furnish
prospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to them
Come to see us if 3 eu want to sell, it costs you nothlrig if you fail.
A splendid farm of 135 acres in the best section of Southern Kentucky.
Has a new house, good ht rmi, stable, two cgbins, nice orchard, well watered
cud well improved. Will give a bargain if sold at once.
414 acres of the finest south i hristiati land on Clarksville pike one mile
from two railroad station, L as N and T C., Susceptible of divis'ion Into 8
tracts with itnprevements on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant houses
stables, 0- to. Will be sold as a whole are divided to suit purchasers. Come
and see us soon or you will miss a bargaita
Good farm of 155 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is well
fenced, has house of 3 rooms, good tenement house of 3 rooms, two large
I iew tebaeco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of stock
timber. Will be sold at a low price and o easy terms.
ii
eater, new an oke house and other outbui dings and about 20 acres good
Mil property with 8 or 10 aeree of land. 0 dwellings, one store house with
rood trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice with daily mall
The mill is in a fine agricultural section with a Rood local custom. Capaci-
ty of 60 barrel- of flour rer day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
mill. About 4 miles frisn railroad and noether mill within four
-miles. A
plendid chance for investment. Will sel at a bargain. Good reason for
selling.
A Dice farm of ill acres of land, 30 acresiin tin•ber, good 6 room dwelling,
outhouses, stable, tobacco barn; within 6 Miles of Hopkinsville, fine truck
A fine productive farm of 135 acres 4i one of the best neighborhoods
farm.
In Christian county, about five miles froinHopkinsville and quarter mile
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn and
large stable, two good cabins. good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 acres
in timber; balance in fine state of'cultivataon.
A splendid farm of 300 acres in one Of the best sections of Southern
Kestucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a geod comfortable dwel-
ling house, cistern, ice houme, 8 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with cap-
acity for 40 acres tohacco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on one
railroad and 8 miles from depot on another. Good schools and churches
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold at a bargain.
A fine farm of 400 acres within one *TWo good residence lots on Mali]mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five St. in Hopkinsville, well located.scree in fine timber. This farm is Themnly vacant lots on West side ofwell fencea with hedge and wire and Main St. for sale at a low bricedivided into five shifts, on each of Nice new cottage on South Virginiawhich is plenty of never failing water. 
etre t Has six rooms and bathThis he one of the finest farms in the r;• .
roo , good cistern and stable. Lotbest termini, section of Kentucky, fronts 86 feet and runs hack 192 feetwell adapted to corn wheat, tobacco to ail6 foot alley. This place will beand all kinds of grasses. ['here is
sold on reasonable terms.no better stock farm in the county.*
The S. T. Fox farm of 512 acres,improvements first class and in per- I
frame situated on the Millers Mill roadtea repair, fins two-story
' about seven miles South wast of Hop-dwelling with eine rooms, veranda 100,010, 
large two story dwellingIn front and porches in rear, four
land, all necessary farm buildings,frame tenant hi uses, two largo lieW
I goo41 fences, orchard amid plenty or
lcapacityarge 
stables,
 f orl 0c,0000w houses,b u s he1  t o of l
tobacco barns, two graineries with
whohuesaet,I 
fwaarnStraaniddloteiamntebderiii oTnheisofisthae 
best
carriage and ice house, two large cis- !i farrri sections of the county andterns, in fact an ideal farm with T ng
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front
of house. One of the most desirable
farms in the state, in one of the best
neigh borhoods, con ven lent to schools
ehurches and good market. The
land in first-class condition. Will
be sold on easy terms to suit pur-
chaser.
willbe sold on reasonable terms.
Elegant lot 80x2cAl ft. on Jesup ave-
nue; Good home with 4 large rooms
2 porches, cistern outbuildings,;shade
amid fruit trees. Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of
land on good public road, in one of
the ;,best neighborhoods in South
512 acres in tract, 400 acres in cult- sechhriositsiaann,dcoenhvuerenilienst, intoaphoisgthosffitacthe,
vation, ground lies very level and is
of c ltivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
Pverorydureicehd 
soil.
year 75 bu. corn per and ,halLone large,tobacco barn,good
fore, '24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 stables and cow house, buggy house
to "200 lbs. of tobacco per acre. 2 w cabins, smoke house, hen
There are 225 acres of this farm in house, new wire fence, nice young
deuce, large bares, good pond, 7 good
red clover.
This place has a fine 10 room reel- dstergaiirlwabeierriwesilmilbeentsyohc
f cheap  
water, 
 n 
very,
orcYard, grapes, rasp
-berries and
cisterns, 8 tenant houses, plenty of easy terms.
negro labor, is well fenced and locat-
ed on good public road, in Montgom-
ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of
Clarksville and 5 miles from nearest
staTtii,oisu p.
lace can be bought for only 1v. price $7.00 per acre.
Ii
$45.00 per acre, $10,000.00 cash and liFtine farm of 282 acres in neigh-balance on very easy terms, with 6
per cent. interest.
Trice farm or 142 acres within
8 miles of Hopkinsville, on good pub-
lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco
barn, stable, outbuildings stad plenty
of timber and water. Desirable place
will be sold cheap.
One of the most desirable residen-
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet
front by 268 feet deep House with
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good
cistern, stable and all necessary out-
buildings. All in excellent repair.
Price and terms reasonable.
HWopkacitriesvsiol 
o fine f
Cantonlandt‘ 
pmilesk from d 11.
opkinsville with good pike nearly
toot, school and church; 6 miles from
spring and barn, fenced and has 20 the Whole distance. Splendid locat-
acres of timber. Very desirable
propm ty. 
ion aor a doctor.
Valuable store room on Main
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles street. One of the best business loc.*
from Bennetstown Ky. Good house tone in the city.
Nice cottage on corner of Browu
and Broad streets, 7 rooms, good out-
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
good level land and a desirable farm on reasonable terms.
convenient to schools and churches Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carri-
and on good road, age house and all necessary outbuild-
Cue of the most desirable resi- ings good cistern and orchard. Two
denees on S. Virginia St., corner lot, scree of land adjoining South Ken-
88 feet front by 286 feet deep. House tuck), College, $1,500. Will sell this
with beautiful shade and fruit trees place at low price and on easy tern
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in ae
mile of mill, post office and church-.
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable, 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
8 rooms, tenant house, good well,
large tobacco barn, good frame sta-
ble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber,
S me beautiful vacant Iota on Wal-
innust otirietegOmeryscounty, Tenn, heavi-
acres of desirable farming land
nbered, 10 miles from Howell
good cistern and all necessary out-
buildings. All in excellent repair
Priee and terms reasonable.
Good residence on corner of Main
borbood of Howell, Ky., at a great
bargain,
Very desirable suburban residence
houtie two stories, 8 rooms, new and
in god repair, about 7 acres of land,
Just outside the city limits on one of
the 
nice 
street.
A residence at Casky, Ky.
lot 4f 10 acres, six room cottage and
two room office in yard; good
servitnts house, large good ice house,
large stable and carriage hOUSO and
all necessary out buildings; spiena:d
shade and fruit trees, never failing
well good cistern; convenient to de-
and let streets, fronting 60 feet on tobacco barns, 90 acres fine tinaber
Main by 200 feet deep. House has six good orchard. Farm in good condi-
rr ems, good cistern, stable and ne ton and very productive. Will be
ceesary out-buildinirs• For sale. I sold at a bargain.
ROYAL
Baking Powder
Makes Clea..n. Bread
With Royal Baking Powder there is
no mixing with the hands, no sweat of
the brow. Perfect cleanliness, greatest
facility, sweet, clean, healthful food.
Full instructions in the " Royal Baker and Pastry Cook"
book for making all kinds of bread, biscuit and cake
with Royal Baking Powder. Gratis to any address.
ROYAL RAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
AUGUST W. MACHEN TAKEN IN
IRONS TO THE FEDERAL PRISON.
• -
..--411,11111.
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A. W. MACOEN, FORMER HE ‘1) POSTAL FREI'. DELIVERY
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 8 —(Special)—August W. Macheo,
former head of the free delivery system of the rinstoffice, surrendered to
the United States marshal in Washington yesterday and was taken to the
penitentiary in Irons to serve a two years' sentence for complicity in the
corruption shown by the postoffice investigation. He expressed no ()pill-
ion in an interview that he had been courageous to the last.
J11111 LISTS 011AWN IPARKER'S VENTURE
NAMES CERTIFIED SY WILL COLONIZE AT CE-
JUDO, COOK. DAR HILL.
Selected From the 800 Cle•
posited In Wheel Sy the
Commissioners.
f•••1•11,0e.
Vriltn the flee 11111141.811111111188
lobed him by Jury Coinmiseloners I.
C. W. Foster, D. Jaweeon and It
P. Ai instrong. Circuit Judge Thomas
P. C.1111i has drawn and certified the
Jury lists for the February term of
circuit court.
The grand J ,.ry will be impaneled
from the following twenty citizens:
J. W. Williams, Frank Campbell,
mo. Mastin, W. C. Oliver, Toni Hill,
A. J. Simmons, R. C. Gary, Ben C.
Foster, W. H. Anderson, J. F. But•
her, Gaither Henderson, Mac Harper,
John Hail, Jas. Dolling, D. I. Smith,
Cap . Tom Elliott, R. E. Cox, Elmer
Marquess, 1'. J. Simmons, J. R. Te-
flon.
The petit Juries will be impaneled
from the following thirty citizens:
W. U. Teague, R. L. Moore, Winston
Henry, A. L. Carter, Will Marquis.,
Wm. Elliott, Ed Cook, Joe Allen,
W. W. Eddins, Lem Rawlins, T. 0.
Gray, J. It Waugh, Wm. Dollins,
John Pyle, Buckner Leaven, R. C
Chilton Boon Fuller, Emmett Cau-
dle, Lucien Cravens, U. N. Mile., R
J. Garnett, R. W. Vaughn, Robert
Haddock, C. C. Carter, E. S. Sum-
merville, W. R. Dudley, H. E. King,
Ed Earle', S. S. Jameson, J. W.
Bryan.
VW* Early Risers
The Armee Mho digs.
Populist Loader to Orlrig
Two Hundred Families to
the Fermin. District.
gliritt-T • Mr -T•
JUR A. Piliker, of LonisYllIsifur
four years tlislt WWI it the national
executive committee or the People's
party, and well known In this city,
Is in Citichinati arranging to send
200 families to Cedar Hill, Tenn., a
village south of Outline, where he
mays help is scarce and there is an
opportunity for settlers to own fem..
Parker's present venture has some-
thing to do with Populism, he ex-
plained, but believes that he le doing
a work for the betterment of man-
kind by giving unfortunates from the
cities a chance to become self.sup•
porting in a ht althful country com-
munity.
"We want nobody but workers in
Cedar Hill," said Parker, "but for
such there is a gocd openieg."
Daughters of Confederacy.
'rho regular meeting of the Chris-
tian County Daughters of Confeder-
acy will be held Saturday afternoon
at 2 o'clock at Hotel Latham.
Inspector's Report.
The inspector's weekly report of
the Hopkinsville Tebacco Market
follows:
II MDR.
Receipts for the week  10
Receipts for the year  110
Private sales for the week 40
Sales for the year.  248,
BIG DEAL IS MADE
LARGE STONE COMPAN-
IES CONSOLIDATED.
H. M. Dalton Co. Purchases
Plant at Princeton
Missouri.
The annual meeting of the stock
holders and directors of the H. M.
Dalton Stone company was held in
B000ville, hid., Monday arid the
capital stock was increased from Bud Garth, the young desperado
and degenerate son of a prominent
Todd county family, who has Men a Wilton Velvets
fugitive from justice for nearly two
COMES NIETO BIE CARPETS
BUD GARTH IS BACK AT
TRENTON.
WAS LONG A FUGITIVE
$45,000.00 to $90.000 CO.
The President was authorized to
purchase the Central Stone Plant to-
He Killed
and Had Terrorized Two
Counties.
1AT REAL BARGAINS
Good qualiy Tapetry Brussels 60c yd
Best Tapestry Brussels = = 75c yd
Younger Watkins Very finest TapeWy Brussels 80c yd
Best Velvets, = = $1.00 yd
Axminsters,
Savonnerre fine Carpets, -
=
- 85c yd
$1.25 yd
$1.15 yd
gether with all the contracts of the years, is at his old home in Trenton 
These are NOT AU TION HOUSE STUFF,
Dalton & White company aL Prince- in a dying condition. 
but bought first hand, direct. You will do well
i
ton, Mo., owned by H. M. Dalton & Garth killed Younger Watkins at to look at this fine line of Carpets. I have been
C. P. tlieCollins home near Trenton as a making carpets for 30 years and have no misfits.
This Is virtually a consolidation result of a quarrel about a woman.
these properties as C. P. White was At the time of the shooting 
Garth
president of One and H. M. Dalton at had been out of the penitentiary only 
T•
the head of the other. The purchase a few weeks.
of the Princeton, Mo. plant carries ; While the coroner was holding 
an
Inquest over the remains of his vic-
tim, Garth rode up to the scene on
a horse and firsd at Henry Watkius,
but failed to hit him. Defyiugarrest
the young man terrized several cum-
inunities in Christian and Todd
counties tor two or three weeks and
then disappeared. It iii understood
that he went to the Philippines and
recently had been in Arizona. We
health has broken down under con-
tinual disipation, and he was brought
home Monday by his mother and
sister. It is believed tnat he can
live but a few days. The warrant for
his arrest for murdering Watkins
has nut been served.
with it a contract for 500,000 yards of
stone besides the demands for cow.
mercial use. The Hopkinsville plant
now has a three years' contract for
its entire out put. The company will
put in at once an additional crusher
at this point nearly doubling the ca-
pacity and will open tip the quarry
on the farm known as the Meyers
farm where they have one hundred
acres of solid stone. The plant at
Princeton consists of two crushers,
the largest one having a capacity of
1500 tons daily arid the quarry is
equipped with compressed air drills,
patent dump cars and other late de-
Viet 8 for handling stoae.
Teachers Disappointed.
A letter to Miss Katie McDaniel,
superintendent of comity schools,
from State Superintendent Fuqua
states that the state treasurer is away
from Frankton and that it will not
be possible to send the mouey for..
salaries due the teachers on Sitter-
day. He states that he is unable at
present to say when the draft will be
sent.
-
FOR SALE—Six steel tobacco
screwe at $12.60 each.
d&wtf Metcalfe & McGrew.
WINTER MEL EATING
The Poor Stomach's Tale of Woe.—
Just Now Mi-o-ea Is Needed
At this iseason O, the year thous-
suds of people are already showing
the ill sytnptottor that are sure to re-
sult from the usual winter diet. In-
door life, meet eatinu, hearty food,
Iva of votoroll.o, overwork anti pout
ventilation spell "olokiielss,"and poor
health
If Ills atomise!) vowed tin RA work
properly, ill•Itealth Is sure to follow,
Alloollo IN Ilia one remedy that as.
soros ii natural digestion, that
strain/thous the stoinatilktliat iuotlios
and heals all Irritatnith sottivortion
and Infiatiiinat ion In the etuinsch or
bowfils. It Is this that makee it a
certain and gurraliteed cure for all
stomach troubles.
If the digestion is impaired, the
blood is impoverished and becomes
filled with pelsomme impurities, de-
ranging the whole eyerom and calls-
Iilg sicktiessirrel suffering,
acting upon the stomach and diges-
tive organs, cures aleeplessness, ner-
vous troubles, headaches, backaches,
and general weakness and debility.
If you are weak and ailing the
chances are that it is due to a dis-
eased stomach, but you can be cured
by using MI-ono. Ask L. L. Elgin,
the reliable druggist, to show you
the strong guarantee under which
M1-0-118 is sold. Mi-oma costs but
51)c a box. I! it does net help you the
price is absolutely nothing. 23
Political Pot.
In Todd county the political ball
has begun to roll. Three candidates
have (already their announcetnente.
James R. Mallory is a candidate for
re-election to the office of county st-
torney, and H. H. l'erkine also
aspires to that office. S. H.
Wells is a caudidate for county court
clerk. All these gentlemen are
stanch Democrats.
FOR SALE—Tobaoco screwe, Lewis
Starling, Phones: Orin, 318; Home
11611. d&wtf
1OLEYStIONfXTA
auras Colds' Prevents Pneumonic
77,
church Sunday at 11 o'clock.
Mr. Arthur Newsom has ordeieti a
lino 13olunibia eraphophone for ho ne
ainueemeet.
Miss Maud Fowler, who lives
the Clarksville pike, visited her
tens Mrs. Fannie Murphy and No
Neweem, of this place last week.
Mr. Henry Lamb killed ele
rabbits one cloy last week.
Three hundred and sixty-four rUla
hits were shipped from Macedo lie
on
is-
tie
en
M. JONES.
Macedonia Matters. Monday.
Macedonia is after a rural route to
This vicinity has been ri the cy be supplied from Dawson Springs.
clutches of winter for forty days sod, Mrs. N. I). White who has been
according to the ground hog, will ibe stick for some time, is no better.,
for about forty more to come. WHITE MAN.
C W. Davis will move mixt
month to Daniel Boone, lIopk ns Fraud Exposed.
A few counterfeiters have lately
county, keen making and tryingto sell 'mita-
Rev..1. M. Taylor will fill his tip- tions of Or, King's New Discovery
patatmetli at Macedonia Christian for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
and other mediciffes, thereby de-
frauding the public. This is to warn
you to beware of such people, who
seek to profit througl stealing the
reputation of remedies which have
been successfully curing disease for
over 35 years. A sure protection to
you is our name on the wrapper.
Look for it on all Dr. King's and
Bucklen's remedies as all others are
mere imitations. K E. BUCKLEN
& CO.. Chicago, Ill., and Windsor
Canada.
Good News
For the Farmers!
Due to a fortunate purchase of
Tobacco Canvas since the settle-
ment of the strike in the cotton
mills at Lowell, Mass., we are
Able to Offer Tobacco Canvas at Same Price
as Obtained in the Spring of 1903
When we set the mark for low
prices for canvas in this sec-
tion. Buying direct from the mills
--saving all middle men's profits
we have shaved our own profits
to a mere fraction--and throw out
150,000 yards at
lc for Fair Quality! 2c fat Good Quality!
Tc Extra Good Quality! 3c for Fine Quality!
3:t for Very Best 1 Q ;ality! 1
hilAndaso &Co
